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Preface
The Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide provides
instructions for using the Effective Transport application to onboard data to the BMC
Remedy IT Service Management (ITSM) Application Suite. This guide provides
instructions for tasks that are common to all Effective Transport datalinks. See
supplemental guides for instructions specific to each class of data.
The Effective Transport application is part of Effect-Tech’s growing suite of data
management products. Run in conjunction with the BMC Remedy applications, Effective
Transport significantly streamlines the time and effort required to configure and maintain
the BMC Remedy IT Service Management (ITSM), Atrium CMDB, Service Request
Management (SRM), and Service Level Management (SLM) applications.

Audience
This document is written for individuals responsible for using the Effective Transport
application to onboard data to the BMC Remedy 8.1.

Related documents
The following documents contain additional information about the Effective Transport
software:
Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy
 Installation Guide
 Concepts Guide
 Release Notes
 User's Guide, ITSM & People Data
 User's Guide, Asset & CMDB Data
 User's Guide, Service Request Management Data
 User's Guide, Service Level Management Data
 Customization Guide

Contacting Us
For questions about Effective Transport or other products by Effect-Tech, contact
Customer Support at information@effect-tech.com.
Effective Technologies
2804 Mission College Blvd, Suite 210
Santa Clara, CA 95054
Phone: (408) 834-7554
Fax: (408) 834-7571
Email: information@effect-tech.com
Web site: http://www.effect-tech.com
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Chapter 1
Introducing Effective Transport
This chapter provides an overview of key features of the Effective Transport for BMC
Remedy application (Effective Transport).
As part of Effect-Tech’s growing suite of data management products, Effective Transport
significantly streamlines the time and effort required to configure and maintain the BMC
Remedy IT Service Management (ITSM), Atrium CMDB, Service Request Management
(SRM), and Service Level Management (SLM) applications.
NOTE: See the Effective Transport for BMC Remedy Release Notes for updates that
were made to the Effective Transport application after publication of this document.

New features in Effective Transport v5.0


Simplified Data Collection
Simplify the CSV files to fit your onboarding requirements and use the customized
files to ease the data collection process.



Self-Service Data Management
Use the Remedy User Account Access and Support Group Removal SRDs (Service
Request Definitions) to update user permissions, functional roles, and support group
assignments without assistance from IT personnel



Export BMC Foundation Data
Export select ITSM foundation data that are stored in BMC Remedy forms to CSV
files. You can then use Effective Transport to import the exported data to sync data
across multiple servers.



Default Support Group Designation
Designate the Default Support Group for a support person using Transport People
profiles and the People Permission Support Group datalink. Previously, the Default
Support Group was the first support group associated with a person.



Change Status
Modify the status of entries in BMC forms quickly and easily through CSV files. The
Change Status feature was available to select datalinks prior to this release; the
feature is extended to the following datalinks for this release:
 Generic Category
 Script Mappings
 Approver Mapping
 Approval Chains

 Task Template
 Task Group Template
 Incident Template
 Change Template

 Work Order Template
 SRD Level
 Application Object Template
 Process Definition Template

NOTE: This feature is not applicable to the People Permission Support Group
datalink.



Delete Action
Use Delete Action to delete BMC entries on those datalinks that do not have unique
keys, namely the Product Category, Operational Category, Generic Category,
Approver Mapping, Assignment, and Support On-Call datalinks. The Delete Action
removes ITSM data by their Company association. If there are multiple Company
relationships, Delete Action removes only the data tied to the Company that is
deleted.

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide
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Bug Fixes
Includes patches post-Effective Transport v3.0.4, v4.0/4.0.1 releases



(2063) Overwrite action on PeoplePermSupportGroup datalink corrected to
remove the appropriate Group IDs in Group List field on the User form.



(1953) Add action on PeoplePermSupportGroup datalink corrected so that
Support Staff field is not reset to “No” when People profile with Support
Staff=”No” is applied to a Support Staff person.



(1957) Effective Transport application modified to correct login failure that
resulted in multi-threading error on the Transport action.

NOTE: The Effective Transport application no longer supports Catalog Mapping data.

Using Effective Transport for data onboarding
The Effective Transport application streamlines onboarding actions through datalinks.
Datalinks leverage internal Effective Transport functionality to facilitate the import and
transport of data from an external source (CSV files or LDAP directory) onto a local
server. Effective Transport can then be used to promote the data to one or more remotely
deployed servers.
A datalink is specific for a given type of data (for example, Company foundation data) and
consists of a collection of forms, workflow and data components. The primary
components of a datalink are the CSV file (data source), an intermediary staging form, a
mapping ARM file, and the target application form.
Effective Transport contains a datalink for all major ITSM data, a collection of Asset and
CMDB forms, Service Request Management (SRM) data, and Service Level
Management (SLM) data.

Figure 1 – Overview of data onboarding using Effective Transport
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Working with the Transport consoles
Effective Transport onboarding functionality is accessed through three consoles: the
Projects Console, the Onboarding Console and the Customer Data Load Console.
Specific Effective Transport permissions are required to access these consoles. See ET
Transport user roles for more information.
IMPORTANT: Effective Transport ships with the Customer Data Load (CDL) feature
hidden. Only the AR System Administrator will be able to see the CDL form out-of-the
box. To allow ET users access to this feature, the AR System Administrator must modify
the CDL form through the BMC Remedy Developer Studio. Access can be granted to
select Transport user roles. See Using the Customer Data Load for more information.

Projects Console
The Projects Console is used to access the Projects, Activities, and Journal features. The
Projects Console displays the status of projects, and the activities that make up each
project, on a dashboard interface. Data load team leads and administrators can manage
multiple projects and track project activities through the Projects Console.

Figure 2 – Transport Projects Console

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User’s Guide
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Onboarding Console
The Onboarding Console serves as the primary entry point for data loading. It provides a
user-friendly interface for executing onboarding tasks: import & transport of data into the
BMC Remedy applications, data validation, and promotion of data to remote server(s).
The Onboarding Console also provides access to alternate methods for data onboarding:
Transport Jobs/Scheduling and Customer Data Load. See Chapter 6 – Alternate methods
for data onboarding for more information.
NOTE: Effect-Tech recommends using the Projects Console and Onboarding Console
together to manage and carry out your onboarding projects more efficiently. However, the
Onboarding Console can be used alone to onboard data to the BMC Remedy ITSM suite
of applications.

Figure 3 – Transport Onboarding Console
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Customer Data Load Console
The Customer Data Load feature enables users to select and upload the CSV file(s) that
will be used for data onboarding; users can browse through their network to locate,
select, and attach the CSV file that will be used for data import. At the same time, the
Effective Transport CDL feature also enables Transport administrators to restrict the
users’ access to select data categories and onboarding tasks for greater data security
and efficiencies. See Using the Customer Data Load for information on using this
Transport feature.
NOTE: Customer Data Load does not support data onboarding from an LDAP directory.

Figure 4 – Transport Customer Data Load - Data Transport Portal

Multi-tenancy support
The Effective Transport application supports multi-tenancy. Data is segmented at the
Customer level; that is, individual access to data is based on the Customer field. A
Customer within the application can be any company that has a company type of
Operating Company, Service Provider, or Customer and the company designation of
—Global— .
Permission to entries on the Transport forms is based on the Customer field. Note that in
cases where the Company field is used to define multi-tenancy for the BMC application
forms, the Company field on the Transport staging forms may be different from the
Customer. In these cases, if the Transport user does not have Company on his/her
Access Company list, the user will not see these entries on the BMC application forms.

Understanding the Transport User Roles
To provide control over user access to select onboarding tasks, Effective Transport ships
with the following user roles. Each Transport user role has specific permissions to the
Projects Console, Onboarding Console, and Customer Data Load Console (Table 1).
NOTE: AR Administrators have the same permissions within the application as an ET
Transport Admin user.
Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User’s Guide
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ET USER

DESCRIPTION

CORRESPONDING
ONBOARDING ROLE

ET Transport
Manager

Manages the business side of an onboarding
effort. The Transport Manager has full access
to the Projects Console to create, modify, and
monitor projects and activities. On the
Onboarding Console, the Transport Manager
has view-only access; s/he can view the
information, but cannot load or promote data.

Data Load Team Lead

ET Transport
Admin

Has full access to the Projects Console,
Onboarding Console, and Customer Data
Load Console. Can perform work that might
be done by a Transport Manager, Transport
User, or Promote User. The Transport Admin
has full access to all forms and fields
throughout the application, including the
various configuration forms.
NOTE: Only the Transport Admin has access
to the Cleanup Staging Forms and Cleanup
Foundation Forms features.

Data Load Team Lead /
Admin

ET Transport
User

Has access to use the Onboarding Console
and Customer Data Load Console to load
data into the local system, but cannot
promote data to remote systems. The
Transport User has read-only access to the
Projects Console. S/he can view the
information, but cannot create or modify
projects or activities, with one exception. The
Transport User is able to update hours logged
against a project or activity.
NOTE: The Transport Admin can restrict the
Transport Users' access to select data
categories and onboarding tasks on the
Customer Data Load Console.

Data Load Team

ET Promote
User

Has all the permissions of the Transport User,
with the additional ability to promote data from
the local server to remote servers. The
Promote User also has read-only access to
Project and Activity data on the Projects
Console, and is able to update hours logged
against a project or activity.
NOTE: The Transport Admin can restrict the
Promote Users' access to select data
categories and onboarding tasks on the
Customer Data Load Console.

Data Load Team

ET Transport
Viewer

Has read-only access to both the Projects
Console and Onboarding Console.

Data Load Team

Table 1 - ET User Roles and corresponding onboarding team roles
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Table 2 summarizes the permissions for each Transport user role.
USER ROLE

PROJECTS
CONSOLE
VIEWONLY

ONBOARDING CONSOLE

FULL
ACCESS

VIEWONLY

ET Transport
Manager

X

X

ET Transport
Admin

X

CUSTOMER
DATA LOAD

LOAD
DATA

PROMOTE
DATA

FULL
ACCESS

X

X

X

ET Transport
User

X

X

ET Promote
User

X

X

ET Transport
Viewer

X

X
X

X

X

Table 2 - ET Transport User Roles & Access to Projects, Onboarding, and Customer Data Load Consoles

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User’s Guide
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Chapter 2
Monitoring onboarding efforts with the Projects, Activities
& Journal features
This chapter provides instructions for using the Transport Projects, Activities, and Journal
features to monitor onboarding efforts. The Projects and Activities features allow data
load managers to simultaneously track multiple onboarding projects for multiple
customers. The Journal feature provides detailed records of onboarding activities.
Journal entries are automatically generated after an onboarding action is executed, and
can also be manually entered.
These Projects, Activities, and Journal features are accessed through the Projects
Console.

Defining Projects and Activities for data onboarding
In the Effective Transport application, data is segmented at the Customer level; a set of
data is visible only to those users who have access to that company's data. The Projects
feature enable data load managers to further segment data within a Customer, and
consequently, have the ability to onboard multiple data sets for that Customer.
A Transport project is defined as a collection of activities associated with a specific
Customer. An activity is an onboarding action (Discover, Import, Review, Transport, and
Promote) and has associated Estimated and Actual Hours values, the time (in hours)
needed to complete the activity. The Estimated Hours and Actual Hours values are used
to determine the Health status of a project or an activity. See Creating a New Project or
more information.

Accessing the Projects Console
The Projects Console can be accessed from either the BMC Remedy AR System IT
Home page or the Onboarding Console.



From the BMC Remedy IT Service Management IT Home page:
From the Quick Links menu, select Effective Transport > Projects Console. The
Projects Console window appears.
NOTE: If you are accessing the Projects Console for the first time, the licensing
dialog box appears. Click Accept to accept the terms of the licensing agreement and
continue to the Projects Console window.



From the Onboarding Console:
Select Other Consoles > Projects Console from the navigation menu.

Creating a New Project
The Projects Console provides a wizard to guide you through the following steps to
create a new project:
1. Entering Project Information
2. Adding Activities to the Project
3. Setting the Default Configuration parameters
4. Reviewing project settings and create the project
NOTE: To access the Project Wizard, select General Functions > New Project. Select
Reset to clear all project-related entries and restart the Project Wizard.

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide
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Entering Project Information
Enter information for the new project:
1. Select General Functions > New Project to open the Project Wizard.
2. Enter the following information on the Project Information form. Required fields are in
bold-face.
General Project Information




Project Name: Enter a unique name for the new project.



Project Tracking Mode: Select Automatic or Manual.
NOTE: If you select Automatic, the project hours are automatically modified as
hours are logged against the project through the Onboarding Console and the
project Percent Complete value is modified automatically. If you select Manual,
you must update the Percent Complete field for the project manually.
Entries are automatically recorded in the online journal when onboarding tasks
are completed, regardless of the Project Tracking Mode selected.



Customer: Select a customer from the drop-down menu. The Customer menu
consists of all existing companies of type Operating Company and Customer. For
information about how to create a company, see Effective Transport Data
Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide – ITSM & People Data.



Project Owner +: Enter the names of one or more project owners.
NOTE: IF you enter a partial name for a project owner and hit Enter, the
application will search the CTM:People form for records that match your entry and
return all names that match the data you entered.



Project Owner Email +: Enter email addresses of the project owners.
NOTE: Like the Project Owner field, the Project Owner Email field can also be
searched against the CTM:People form. This field is auto-populated from the
Project Owner field.




Project Summary: Provide a brief description of the project.

Project Type: Select ITSM Onboarding, Asset/CMDB Onboarding, SLM
Onboarding, SRM Onboarding, Maintenance, or Other.

Project Dates




Scheduled Start Date
Scheduled End Date

3. Click Next to advance to the Activities tab.

Adding Activities to the Project
Each project consists of activities that are required to complete that particular onboarding
effort. An activity is grouped in the activities library by the onboarding milestone
(Discover, Import, Transport, Review, or Promote) to which it is associated.
NOTE: Effective Transport ships with a library of default activities. ET Transport Manager
or ET Transport Admin users can leverage the provided activities or create custom
activities for their particular projects and add them to the activities library.
To add activities to the project:
1. On the Activities tab of the Project Wizard, select the default activities to add:

16



Select the Add Default Activities box(es) next to specific milestones to add the
activities associated with those milestones and click Next.



Click Select All to add the default activities for all the milestones, and click Next.

Effective Technologies

The default activities you selected appear in the Review and Manage Selected
Activities panel on the Activities tab. Scroll through the table to view all activities that
were added to the project.
NOTE: See Step 3 to remove activities that are not needed for your project.
2. (optional) Create activities specific to your project needs.
Select Add more Activities, and enter the following information in the Create New
Activity Library Records panel. Required fields are in bold-face.

Figure 5 - Project Wizard: Add Activity Library Records to Project form





Milestone: Specify the milestone to associate with the new activity.




Description: Enter brief description of the activity.



Add to Default Activity List: Select the checkbox to add the new activity to the set
of Default Activities for the specified milestone.



NOTE: If designated as a Default Activity for a specific milestone, the activity will
be created when a user selects Default Activities for that milestone.



Select Add to Library. The new activity appears in the activities library (left-hand
table below).

Activity Name: Enter a unique name for the activity.
Activity Process Number: Enter a value for each activity to determine the order of
the activities within the milestone.
Estimated Hours: Enter time needed to complete the activity. If no value is
entered, the Estimated Hours defaults to 1 hour.

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User’s Guide
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3. Add activities from the activities library to the project.
a. In the Show Library Activities field, select which activities to display:
- By milestone: Displays all activities associated with the milestone specified
- Submitted by my Login ID: Displays activities you added to the library
- Recently added: Displays all activities added within the current day.
- All: Displays all activities in the library
b. Select an activity from the activities library (displayed in the left-hand table), and
click the Add arrow. The selected activity is added to the Activities Related to this
Project table on the right. Repeat this step to add additional activities to the
project.
NOTE: To remove activities from the project, select the activities to remove from
the Activities Related to this Project table and click the Remove arrow.
c. Select Return to Activity Review.
NOTE: To remove activities from the Review & Manage Selected Activities table,
select the activities you wish to remove and select Remove to remove these
activities from the project. Select Remove
All to remove all activities from the project.
d. Click Next to advance to the Configuration tab.

Setting the Default Configuration parameters for the project
The Configuration profile contains the following information:




Connection information: AR Server, TCP port, User, Password



Simplified Data Collection (SDC) information: flag to enable SDC feature, File
Name Prefix to be appended to SDC-related file names, data types to be SDCenabled

Folder information: location of CSV data file, ARM mapping file, and log file that are
passed to the AR System to execute an onboarding action

The Transport Simplified Data Collection feature allows users to customize the CSV
files to make data collection easier.

18
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Figure 6 - Project Wizard: Configuration tab

To set the Default Configuration parameters, you can use the values from an existing
Configuration profile or define a new Configuration profile.
Use an existing Configuration profile
To use an existing Configuration profile, select a configuration from the drop-down menu
of the Configuration Name field, and click Next. All fields on the Default Configuration
page are automatically populated with the values associated with the selected
configuration.
NOTE: If you will be using Effective Transport to onboard LDAP data in Project mode,
select
–Global– from the drop-down menu.
Define a new Configuration profile
To define new Default Configuration parameters:
1. Select New Configuration, enter values for the following fields, and click Next.
NOTE: All fields, except the Configuration Name field, are auto-populated with data
from the –Global– configuration record. The fields can be overwritten.







Configuration Name: Enter unique name for the new configuration.
Server: Enter name of AR System server
TCP Port: Enter port number (if needed)
User:
Password:

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User’s Guide
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Data Directory: Enter the location of the CSV files containing the source
foundation data. By default, C:\Datalink\Data\.
Mapping Directory: Enter the location of the mapping (.arm) files;
by default, C:\Datalink\Mappings\.
Log Directory: Enter the location for the log file that will be generated by the
import process; by default, C:\Datalink\Logs\.
Simplified Data Collection
- Select Enabled to use SDC to customize one or more CSV files.
- In the File Name Prefix field, enter a unique, descriptive prefix that will be
added to the names of the SDC definition and any associated CSV and ARM
files that are generated.
A descriptive File Name Prefix makes it easier to distinguish the SDC-related
files from the corresponding out-of-the-box CSV and ARM files.
IMPORTANT: To prevent the loss of data from the accidental overwriting of data
files, Effect-Tech recommends that you specify a unique Configuration and a
unique file name prefix for each Transport project that is SDC-enabled. If you
wish to use the same directory settings for multiple projects, create multiple
configurations—each with the same directory locations but unique SDC data—
and associate each project with a unique Configuration profile.

2. (if SDC is enabled) In the Select Simplified Data File Definition Based on Data
Category pane, select the data category/categories that contain the data types you
wish to be SDC-enabled, and click Next to continue.
By default, a Simplified Data File definition (SDC definition) will be generated for each
data type within the selected data categories. You can remove unwanted definitions
in the following step.
NOTE: If you selected a large number of data types to be SDC-enabled, you may
experience a delay as Effective Transport generates an SDC definition for each
selected data type.
3. (if SDC is enabled) In the Review and Manage Simplified Data File Definitions pane,
review the definition entries and select the definitions for the data types that you do
not wish to make SDC-enabled, and click Remove.
4. Click Next to continue to the Final Review step.

Reviewing project settings and creating the project
1. In the Final Review step of the Project Wizard, review and remove any unwanted
entries from the following project summaries:
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Summary of Activities for this Project
Summary of Simplified Data File Definitions for this Project

Effective Technologies

Figure 7 - Project Wizard summary window

2. Click Create Project. A confirmation message appears if the project was created
successfully. The new project has a Project Status = 'Planning'.
3. Select one of the following actions after the project has been successfully created:



Click Review Project to review and/or modify details of the project.
NOTE: If you enabled the SDC feature, you can access the SDC definitions used
to customize the CSV files from the Project Review window. See Modifying the
definition file and generating the associated files for more information.




Click Create Another Project to use the Project Wizard to create another project.
Click Close to close the Project Wizard.

Reviewing and Modifying Project Settings
You can view or modify the following information for a project through the Project Review
window:






Project details (selected)
Activities
Journal entries
Configuration settings

Editing project details
Select details about a project, such as Project Owner and Project Type, can be modified.
Other project information, such as the Project Name and Customer, cannot be changed.
The project’s Estimated Hours and Actual Hours cannot be modified directly. Instead,
these values reflect the sum of all changes made to the Estimated Hours and Actual
Hours for the activities associated with the project. If you log hours against a project

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User’s Guide
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without selecting an activity, the hours will appear in the Non-Activity Hours field on the
Project Review.
NOTE: See Editing project activities below for information about modifying the Estimated
Hours and Actual Hours for an activity.
To edit select general information about a project:
1. In the Customer field of the Projects Console, select the company the project is
associated with.
2. Select the project from the Project Review table and click View. The Project Review
window appears.
3. Review and edit the following Project Details fields, as needed:





Project Owner





Start Date

Project Type:
Project Status: Select Planning, Scheduled, In Progress, Completed, or
Canceled
End Date
Percent Complete (if Project Tracking Mode is set to Manual)
NOTE: The Percent Complete field is read-only if the Project Tracking Mode is
set to Automatic. The Percent Complete value is calculated from the Estimated
and Actual Hours from all associated activities in the Automatic Tracking Mode.

Editing project activities
All activities associated with the selected project are listed in the Projects Activities table
on the View Activities tab.
To edit a project activity:
1. From the Project Review window, select the View Activities tab.
2. Select the activity you wish to modify in the Project Activities table. The settings for
the selected activity are displayed in the Activity Details section below.
3. Review and edit the Activity Details fields, as needed:






- Activity Status: Select Proposed, Planning, In Progress, Completed or Canceled
- Start Date and End Date
- Estimated Hours

- Actual Hours
4. Click Save to save your changes.

Editing the Project Configuration profile
The Configuration profile contains connection and folder information that is used during
execution of an onboarding action. This option allows you to modify values in the
selected Configuration profile or specify a new profile.
IMPORTANT: You must use the Project Review window to modify the Configuration
entries that are associated with a project. Changing the Configuration entries directly in
the Project form is not supported.

22
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To modify information in the current configuration:
1. From the Project Review window, select the View Configuration tab.

Figure 8 - Projects Console: View Configuration tab

2. Edit the values in the Configuration fields.
NOTE: The Configuration Name field cannot be modified.
3. Review the SDC definitions associated with the project. The SDC definitions are
listed in the table at the bottom of the Configuration pane
NOTE: The definitions have a status of 'Draft.' To create the simplified CSV file (and
the associated ARM mapping file) for a particular data type, you need to customize
the SDC definition and generate the CSV and ARM files. A report of any help text
associated with the data type is also generated. See Modifying the definition file and
generating the associated files for more information.
4. Click Save. The changes are saved to the existing Configuration.
NOTE: Modifying an existing Configuration profile may affect other projects that use
the same Configuration. To avoid this potential issue, Effect-Tech recommends that
you create a new Configuration profile instead.

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User’s Guide
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To replace the current configuration with another configuration:
1. From the Project Review window, select the View Configuration tab.
2. Select Clear.
3. In the Configuration Name field, use the drop-down menu to select a Customer and
one of the available Configuration profiles for that customer. The Configuration fields
are populated with the values associated with the selected Configuration.
4. Click Save to save the new Configuration to the project.
To create a new configuration:
1. From the Project Review window, select the View Configuration tab.
2. Select New Configuration.
3. Enter a new Configuration Name and edit the field values according to your project
requirements.
NOTE: The default field values are from the –Global– configuration entry.
4. Click Save to create the new configuration.
NOTE: The new Configuration profile will be available for other projects that are
associated with the same Customer.

Setting the Project's Time Tracking mode
Each activity (onboarding action) has a defined Estimated Hours value, the approximate
time (in hours) that is needed to complete the activity. A user can log the Actual Hours
needed to complete the activity through the Projects Console or Onboarding Console.
The Estimated Hours and Actual values associated with all activities for a given project
are used to calculate the Estimated Hours and Actual Hours for the project.
NOTE: If a new activity is created without an Estimated Hours value, the Estimated Hours
value defaults to 1. For an existing activity, the Estimated Hours value defaults to 1 if a
user attempts to set the Estimated Hours to null or zero.
A project's Tracking Mode determines how the Percent Complete value is calculated:



Automatic - If a project’s Tracking Mode is set to Automatic, the Percent Complete is
automatically calculated using the Estimated Hours and Actual Hours.



Manual - If the project Tracking Mode is set to Manual, the Percent Complete value
must be maintained manually.

See Editing project activities below for information on modifying the Estimated Hours
values and inputting Actual Hours values for activities through the Projects Console.
Project and activity hours can also be logged through the Onboarding Console. See
Importing Data for more information.

Viewing the progress of a project or activity
You can quickly determine the progress of a project or activity by viewing its Health
status on the Projects Console.
Project - A project can have a Health status of On-track (green), Attention (yellow), or At
Risk (red). The Estimated Hours and Actual Hours for the project, as well as the health
status of activities associated with the project, are used to determine its Health.
Activity - The Health status of an activity is displayed on the View Activities tab of the
Project Review form. The Activity Health is determined by the Estimated Hours and
Actual Hours for the activity, and may have a value of On-track (green) or Attention
(yellow).
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The table below outlines the conditions used to determine the Health of a project or
activity.
FORM

CONDITION TO SET HEALTH FLAG

HEALTH FLAG VALUE

Estimated Hours > Actual Hours

Project

If Estimated Hours > Actual Hours AND
at least one Activity has a Yellow Flag
If Estimated Hours < Actual Hours

Activity

Estimated Hours > Actual Hours
Estimated Hours < Actual Hours

Table 3: Conditions to determine Health flags for Projects & Activities

Figure 9 – Projects Console: Project Activities table

Viewing the status of projects and activities
Use the Status field to track the progress of Projects and Activities. The Activity Status for
records in the Activity Library determines whether the activity is available for addition to
projects.
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Project Status values
Projects can have the following Status values: Proposed, Planning, Scheduled, In
Progress, Completed, and Canceled.
Upon creation through the Project Wizard, a project’s Status moves from Proposed to
Planning. From the Projects Console, you can modify the project Status field through the
Project Review form (select project from the Project Review table and click View) or the
Projects option (select Search > Projects from the navigation bar). Once a project has
reached Planning, you can assign any Status value to the project except Proposed.
If a project has a Status of Completed, any open activities associated with the project
must be manually completed. If a project is Canceled, the associated activities must be
manually canceled. If a project is deleted, the associated activities will be deleted
automatically.
NOTE: To delete a project, select a Customer from the Projects Console. From the
navigation menu, select Search > Projects to view all projects associated with that
Customer. Select the project from the Search results table, right-click on the project, and
select Delete.

Activity Status values
Activities can have the following Status values: Proposed, Planning, In Progress,
Completed, and Canceled.
Like Projects, an activity has Status = Planning upon creation through the Project Wizard.
You can modify the Activity Status through the View Activities tab of the Project Review
form (select project from the Project Review table and click View) or the Search Activities
option (select Search > Activities from the navigation bar). Once an activity has reached
Planning, you can assign any Status value to the activity except Proposed.
NOTE: If an activity is Canceled, its Estimated Hours and Actual Hours must be manually
removed from the project by setting these associated activity hours to zero.

Activity Library Records Status values
New activities that you create can be added to the Activity Library as records; so that they
are available for addition to other projects within the same Customer. Activity Library
records can have the following Activity Status values: Proposed, Active, or Inactive.
Activity Library records have an Activity Status = Active upon creation through the Project
Wizard. You can modify the Activity Status through the Search Activity Library option
(select Search > Activity Library from the navigation menu).
NOTE: Only records with Activity Status = Active are visible in the Activity Library and
available for addition to Projects.

Adding Journal Entries
The Transport Journal feature provides detailed records of onboarding activities
associated with a Customer; a Customer and Project; or a Customer, Project, and
Activity.
All journal entries associated with the selected project are listed in the Journal Entries
table on the View Journal tab. A journal entry is automatically created when select
onboarding actions (Import, Import & Transport, Transport, Promote, run jobs, and
scheduled onboarding actions/jobs) are executed. You can add journal entries manually
to reflect other tasks that were completed over the course of the project. Manual entries
can be made at any time.
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To add a journal entry to a project:
1. From the Project Review window, select the View Journal tab.
2. Select Add Journal. The Create New Journal Entry window appears.
3. Enter the following information for the new journal entry:
a. Journal type: Select Project, Activity or Other.
NOTE: If you specify Activity, select the Milestone and Activity from the dropdown menu.
b. Journal For: This field is auto-populated with the user name.
c. Comments: Enter your journal entry.
4. Click Save to create the journal entry.

Locating Project, Activity and Journal information through the
Transport Search Console
This section provides instruction for using the Transport Search Console to locate
specific Journal entries, Activities, or Projects.
The Transport Search Console enables users to locate specific Journal entries, Projects,
or Activities. The Transport Search Console is accessed from either the Project Console
or the Onboarding Console. From either Transport console, select Other Consoles >
Transport Search Console from the navigation menu.

Figure 10 - Transport Search Console
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Table 4 lists the search options that are available on the Transport Search Console.
CATEGORY

SEARCH OPTION

Journals

Journals I’ve Created today

Activities

SEARCH CRITERIA

Journals Created by User
(Date Range)

User Login
Start Date & End Date

All Journals by Customer

Customer (drop-down menu)

Journals by Customer
(Date Range)

Customer (drop-down menu)
Start Date & End Date

All Journals by Project

Customer & Project Name

Journals by Project
(Date Range)

Customer & Project Name
Start Date & End Date

Extended Journal Search

Values entered in the Search String+
field are passed to the following
fields using ‘Anywhere’ search
criteria
(e.g. %value%):
Customer
Project Name
Activity Name
Submitter
Assigned To
Comments
Data Link Name Run.
This is a literal string search and
does not support operands or
advanced search query criteria.

My Open Activities
Open Activities by Assignee

Assignee (Full Name)

Activities by Customer

Customer
All Open or All Closed

Activities by Project

Customer & Project Name

Unassigned Activities by
Customer

Customer
All Open or All Closed

Unassigned Activities by
Project

Customer & Project Name

All Open Activities
Projects

Projects by Customer
All Open Projects

Table 4: Transport Search Console search options
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All Open or All Closed
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Searching for Journals, Activities & Projects
To begin a search using the Transport Search Console:
1. Select the search option from the navigation tree on the left.
2. Enter the criteria to use for the selected search option and click
match the search criteria appear in the Results table.

. The entries that

Click
to clear data from the Results table.
NOTE:
If you enter a partial name in the User Login+ field and hit Enter, the application will
search the CTM:People form for records that match your entry and return all names
that match the data you entered.
When using the Search by Journal Date Range options, enter an End Date that is
one day later than your actual search range. For example, to locate all Journals
created between 1/3/2011 and 1/7/2011, use an End Date of 1/8/2011.

Setting user preferences for the Transport Search Console
If you perform a particular search frequently on the Transport Search Console, you can
set the User Preferences so the console will open with the Customer, Project, or Default
Search Option (Journals, Activities, or Projects) already defined.
To set user preferences for the Transport Search Console:
1. On the Onboarding Console, select General Functions > Define User Preferences
from the navigation menu. The User Preferences dialog box appears.
2. Select the Transport Search Console tab, and enter information in the following
fields:




Customer: Select a customer from the drop-down menu.
Project Name: Select a project from the drop-down menu, if there are projects
associated with the selected customer.



Default Search Option: Select a search category (Journals, Activities, or
Projects) from the drop-down menu, and then select a specific search option
from the secondary menu.
3. Click Save to save your settings. The User Preferences dialog box closes.
4. Close the Onboarding Console (and the Transport Search Console, if it is open), and
re-open both consoles for the changes to take effect.
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Chapter 3
Configuring the Onboarding Console
This chapter provides instructions for configuring the Onboarding Console prior to
running onboarding tasks.

User Permissions required for onboarding tasks
For increased data security, Effective Transport provides both role-based access and
row-level access restrictions to the Onboarding Console.



The ET Transport Viewer
Has read-only access to the Onboarding Console.



The ET Transport User
Has full access to import and transport data into target application forms on the local
system, but cannot promote data to remote systems.



The ET Promote User
Has same permissions as the ET Transport User and the added ability to promote
data from the local system to remote systems.



The ET Transport Admin
Has the ability to import, transport, and promote data. Also has full access to all
forms and fields throughout the target applications.
AR Administrators have the same permissions within the application as an ET
Transport Admin user.

NOTE: BMC Remedy AR System Runtime and Configuration users must have the proper
ITSM permissions to use to import and transport ITSM data. For example, a user must
have Config Categorization Admin or Config Categorization User Application Permissions
to onboard Product Categorization data using the Effective Transport application.

Accessing the Onboarding Console
The Onboarding Console can be accessed from the BMC Remedy AR System IT Home
page or from the Projects Console.



From the BMC Remedy IT Service Management IT Home page:
Select Effective Transport > Onboarding Console.
NOTE: If you are accessing the Onboarding Console for the first time, a licensing
dialog box appears. Click Accept to accept the terms of the licensing agreement and
continue to the Onboarding Console window.



From the Transport Projects Console:
Select Other Consoles > Onboarding Console from the navigation menu.
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Figure 11 – Onboarding Console home page

Selecting the Console Mode
The Onboarding Console can be run in either Project or Maintenance mode. Both Project
and Maintenance modes allow you to segment data by Customer. Data that is
segmented by Customer will be visible only to those users with access to that company’s
data.
NOTE: A Customer within the application can be any company (in the ITSM COM:Company
form) that has a Company type of Operating Company, Service Provider, or Customer
and the company designated –Global–.
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The Project Mode allows users to segment their data by Customer and Projects
(within each Customer segment) and track the status of the projects.
To use the Onboarding Console in Project mode, a project must first be created
through the Projects Console. The configuration values defined for the project is used
by the Transport datalinks when importing data for onboarding tasks through the
Onboarding Console.



The Maintenance Mode allows you to run onboarding tasks for data maintenance
without the need to set up a formal project structure.
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Table 5 outlines use case scenarios to help you determine whether to use the
Onboarding Console in Project or Maintenance mode.
USE CASE SCENARIOS
FOR ONBOARDING
CONSOLE

MODE

CUSTOMER

DO I NEED A
PROJECT?

DO I NEED
ACTIVITY?

TRACK
TIME?

I want to do maintenance
work for a customer

Maintenance

Valid
Customer

No

No

No

I want to separate the
data I am loading for a
customer from other data
load activities. However,
we are using a separate
project management tool
and do not want to track
the tasks nor the time
here.

Project

Valid
Company

Yes

No

No

I want to load the data
using a different
configuration entry, and I
do not want to track the
tasks or the time here.

Project

Valid
Company

Yes

No

No

I want to load the data
and plan the activities,
but I do not want to track
the time here.

Project

Valid
Company

Yes

Yes

No

I want a way to view
progress on our
onboarding efforts. I want
to track who and how
long the data loading
tasks take.

Project

Valid
Company

Yes

Yes

Yes

Table 5 - User case scenarios for using the Transport Onboarding Console
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Setting User Preferences for the Onboarding Console
You may find that you use the Transport Onboarding Console to complete a particular
onboarding task more frequently than others. By setting the User Preferences, you can
configure the console to open with the Console mode, Customer (and Project, if Project
mode is selected), Top Navigation Context (i.e. Home, Import, Transport, or Promote),
and Data Category already defined.
To set the user preferences for the Onboarding Console:
1. On the Onboarding Console, select General Functions > Define User Preferences
from the navigation menu. The User Preferences dialog box appears.

Figure 12 – Onboarding Console: Onboarding Console tab on the User Preferences form

2. Set Status = Active.
3. Select the Onboarding Console tab, and enter information in the following fields:





Console Mode: Select Project or Maintenance.



Top Navigation Context (Milestone): Select Home, Import, Transport, or
Promote.



Data Category: Select ITSM data, People data, Asset/CMDB data, SLM data, or
SRM data.
NOTE: The ITSM data category includes all non-People related foundation data
(e.g. Company, Operational Category, and Scripts Mapping). The People data
category includes all People-related foundation data (e.g. People, Support
Group, Assignment, and People Permission Support Group).



Customer: Select a customer from the drop-down menu.
Project Name: If you specified Project Console Mode, select a project from the
drop-down menu.

Show Promote?: Check this option if you wish to enable the Promote feature on
the Onboarding Console for this user. By default, this option is not checked and
consequently, the Promote feature is hidden.
4. Click Save to save your settings. The User Preferences dialog box closes.
5. Close the Onboarding Console and re-open the console for your changes to take
effect.
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Making Journal entries through the Onboarding Console
The Transport Journal feature creates historical information about onboarding actions
that occurred over the course of a project or maintenance period.
Journal entries are automatically generated after select onboarding actions (Import,
Import & Transport, Transport, Promote, run jobs, and scheduled jobs/onboarding action)
are executed. These entries will contain information about the number of records that
were successfully processed, the user who performed the action, and length of time
needed to complete the process.
At any time, you can create manual journal entries to provide greater details about work
performed over the course of an onboarding project.
To create a manual journal entry:
1. Click the Journal icon.
2. Select whether to associate the journal entry to a Datalink, Project, Activity or Other
and enter Comments.
3. Click Create.
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Chapter 4
Simplifying the data collection process
Data collection is an important step in the onboarding process. Due to the large volume
of data that must be entered into the CSV files, data collection can often be timeconsuming and error-prone. The Simplified Data Collection (SDC) feature enables the
following customizations to the CSV data files to make the data collection process easier.
NOTE: The SDC feature is not supported on Remedy User Tool.



Remove columns that are not needed for data collection; only the columns relevant to
your data collection process will appear in the CSV file. You can remove columns
that will not be used for your onboarding project, as well as columns whose values do
not change for any of the CSV file entries (for example, a Company column always
has a value of 'Acme').
If you remove a column and it is not a required column, it will not appear in the CSV
or associated ARM mapping file. However, if you remove a required data column,
that column is hard-coded in the ARM file and will require a predefined value. See the
following item for more information about predefined values.



Specify predefined values for column values that do not change or for required
columns that are removed from a CSV file. These columns are removed from the
CSV file and hard-coded in the associated ARM mapping file with the predefined
values that are specified.
Effective Transport uses the predefined values that are hard-coded in the ARM files,
together with data from the CSV files, to populate the BMC application forms.



Customize labels (headings in the CSV files) to reflect corporate terminology. Using
terms that are familiar to your onboarding team can assist data analysts in populating
the CSV files.



Re-arrange the order of columns within a CSV file to fit your data collection needs.



Modify existing help text, or provide your own help text, to assist in data collection.
Effective Transport provides help text for select columns. When you generate the
CSV and ARM files, a report containing all available help text is also generated.

You can enable the SDC feature for any or all data types. For example, you may choose
to use the out-of-the-box CSV file for Company data (companies.csv), but elect to use the
SDC feature to simplify the CSV files for People and Support Group data. When you use
the SDC feature for a particular data type, Effective Transport generates three new files
—a simplified CSV data file, the associated ARM mapping file, and a report file
containing all help text—for that data type. By default, once these files are generated, the
modified CSV and ARM files—and not the out-of-the-box files—are used by Effective
Transport to onboard data.
NOTE: You must have ET Transport Manager or ET Transport Admin permissions to
access the SDC feature.
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Using the SDC feature
Customizing the CSV files (and associated ARM files) through the SDC feature is a twostage process: enabling the SDC feature and generating the CSV (and associated ARM
and help text) files.
Stage 1 - Enable the SDC feature and select the data types to be SDC-enabled
(completed through the Project Wizard on the Projects Console).
The SDC feature is not enabled out-of-the-box. The first step in using SDC is to create a
Transport project and enable the feature during the project creation process.
You also need to complete the following tasks to set up the SDC feature:



Provide a prefix to help identify SDC-related files—the SDC definition and the
generated CSV and ARM files. A Simplified Data File definition (SDC definition) is
created for each data type that is SDC enabled. The SDC definition determines the
contents of the CSV, ARM, and help text files that are generated for that data type.
The SDC-related files are associated with the project configuration. Effective
Transport uses the project configuration to determine if SDC has been enabled, as
well as the locations and files (CSV, ARM) to use for data onboarding.



Select the data types to be SDC-enabled (that is, the data types for which you wish to
create simplified CSV files).

NOTE: See Creating a New Project in Chapter 2 for information about enabling and
setting up the SDC feature.
Stage 2 - Modify the SDC definition and generate the associated files
(completed through the Transport: Simplified Data File Definitions window)
You can modify the SDC definition files to specify the following:







columns to remove from the out-of-the-box CSV files
custom labels (headings) for columns remaining in CSV files
order of the CSV columns
predefined values for columns that are hard-coded in the ARM files
help text to aid in data collection

After you have modified the SDC definition to fit your data collection needs, you can
generate the corresponding CSV, ARM, and help text report files. The CSV and ARM
files are created and stored in the locations specified in the project configuration and are
available to use for data onboarding. The help text report is created and attached to the
SDC definition.
NOTE: Many BMC Remedy customers modify Transport datalinks to support custom
fields that were added to the out-of-the-box BMC application forms. To use these
customized datalinks with the Transport SDC feature, you must add the custom fields to
the appropriate default SDC definitions. See the Effective Transport Data Management
Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide for information on customizing the SDC
feature.
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Figure 13 - Project Review – Configuration tab

Modifying the definition file and generating the associated files
After you enabled and set up the SDC feature on the Projects Console, you can
customize the SDC definition and generate the associated CSV, ARM, and help text files
that will be used for the collection and onboarding of data.
During customization of the SDC definition files, you can remove unneeded data columns
from the CSV files and move to the ARM files those columns whose values are constant.
You can also provide your own custom labels (column headings) and modify/add help
text for each CSV column.
To modify the SDC definition and generate the CSV, ARM and help text files:
1. Select the SDC definition you wish to modify.
a. On the Project Review window of the Projects Console, click the View
Configuration tab.
b. Select the data type (in the definitions table) that you want to create a simplified
CSV file for, and click View Definition. The Transport: Simplified Data File
Definitions window appears for the selected data type.
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Figure 14 - Simplified Data File Definitions window for People data

2. Review and modify information for the SDC definition.



Definition Name* (required) - The Definition Name is generated from the File
Name Prefix you specified in Stage 1. You can modify the Definition Name to
meet your needs.



Description (optional) – Provide a descriptive identifier for the simplified data file
definition.



Status* - An SDC definition can have one of the following statuses.
- Draft: Updates to the simplified data file definition are still in process, and the
definition file is not available for use in data onboarding. Status* is automatically
set to Draft when you make any modifications to the SDC definition.
- Generated: The system automatically sets Status* to Generated when the
CSV, ARM, and help text files have been created for the data type and are
attached to this definition entry. The CSV and ARM files are stored in the
locations specified in the associated project configuration.
NOTE: Only the CSV and ARM files whose associated SDC definition has a
Status*='Generated' are used for data onboarding.
- Unsynchronized: The system automatically sets Status* to Unsynchronized
when the associated configuration has had subsequent changes. A new SDC
definition with Draft status may be generated if appropriate (i.e. the associated
configuration is updated with new location or SDC File Name Prefix data).
- Offline: Set Status* to Offline when the definition is no longer needed and is not
used for data onboarding.
NOTE: You can also offline an SDC definition from the Projects Console. Select
the appropriate definition from the Configuration tab of the Project Review
window, and click Offline Definition.
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- Obsolete: This status will be used in future functionality. The system
automatically sets Status* to Obsolete when the definition’s data type is no
longer supported in the Effective Transport application and will be not used for
data onboarding.



Data Details – Provides information about the project and data type. After a
definition is created, the Data Category* and Data Type* values cannot be
updated.



File Details – Provides information about the CSV, ARM, and help text files.
- Data File* - File name for the CSV file that will be generated.
- Mapping File* - File name for the ARM file that will be generated.
- Last Generated By & Last Generated Date – Informational only and cannot
be modified. These values are updated each time the CSV, ARM, and help text
files are generated.
NOTE: Click the Expand icon
to view additional information—the
configuration file, directory locations, file name prefix—associated with the CSV,
ARM, and help text files.

3. Select one or more entries, or click Select All to select all entries, and use the
left/right arrows to move them between the Mapping File Columns and Data File
Columns tables.



Mapping File Columns table–Entries in this table represent the columns that
are removed from the CSV file. If you specify a predefined value for an entry, the
entry and predefined value will be hard-coded in the ARM mapping file
associated with the CSV file.
NOTE: Entries representing required columns are labeled with orange-colored
text and must have the predefined values specified. Entries that represent
conditionally required columns (that is, a field that will be required if another field
has a particular value) are labeled with dark blue text; the conditional
requirements are listed in the Notes field.



Data File Columns table – Entries in this table represent columns that remain in
the simplified CSV file.

4. For entries in the Mapping File Columns table, enter Predefined Values for required
columns and those columns that have a constant value (for example, a Company
column that always has a value of 'Effective Technologies.').
NOTE: Required columns that are removed from the CSV file will appear in the ARM
file and must have the Predefined Value specified. Entries with predefined values will
be hard-coded to the ARM file. Entries without predefined values will not appear in
the ARM (or CSV) file.
5. For entries in the Data File Columns table:
a. Enter a Custom Label (column heading) to reflect the terms used for your specific
onboarding projects. Custom labels can help data analysts better understand
what information is needed in the column.
b. Modify existing Help Text, or provide additional Help Text to assist in data
collection.
c.
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Use the up/down arrows to re-arrange the order in which the columns appear in
the CSV file.
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6. Click Save (located below the Data File Columns table) to save your modifications to
the SDC definition.
NOTE: All updates to the SDC definition must be saved before you can generate the
associated CSV, ARM, and help text files.
7. Click Generate Files (located in the File Details section on the left) to generate the
simplified CSV, ARM, and help text files. The CSV and ARM files are created in the
directories specified in the associated configuration. The help text file is attached to
the SDC definition.
IMPORTANT: All generated CSV files will have a final column labeled "Submitter" to
indicate that it is the last column in the CSV file. Though the Submitter column will not
be mapped, it must have a value—any value is acceptable—for each entry in the
CSV file.
8. Click the Expand icon
(in the File Details panel) to verify that the CSV, ARM and
help text files were created successfully.



Settings section contains the configuration, directory locations, and file name
prefix for the CSV and ARM files.



Results section is updated with information on the file generation process.
Check here for errors.



Attachments section lists the CSV, ARM, and help text files that are generated.
These files are saved as attachments to the data file definition. Click on the
paper clip icon to view the contents of these files.

Figure 15 - Simplified Data File Definitions window: expanded File Details

If the CSV and ARM files were generated successfully, Effective Transport will use these
files—in place of the out-of-the-box files— for data onboarding.
IMPORTANT: If you generated the CSV and ARM files and subsequently modified the
associated definition or configuration file, you must re-generate the CSV and ARM files in
Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User’s Guide
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order to use them for data onboarding. Any changes to the associated configuration will
result in a Status* of Unsynchronized. Effective Transport will only use the generated
CSV and ARM files for data import if the associated SDC definition has a Status* of
Generated.
The table below lists the circumstances that determine which set of CSV and ARM files—
whether out-of-the-box or generated— will be used by Effective Transport for data
onboarding.
SDC-enabled
for data type

SDC definition
Status*=Generated

Files used for data
onboarding

No

No

Out-of-the-box
CSV & ARM files

Yes

No

Out-of-the-box
CSV & ARM files

Yes

Yes

Generated
CSV & ARM files

Table 6 - CSV & ARM files used for data onboarding

Use case – Modifying the companies.csv file
You can use the Transport SDC feature to customize the CSV files to simplify your data
collection process. For example, you are working with the companies.csv file and want to
make the following changes to the CSV file:



Remove the Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, Spoke Server Name, and Abbreviation columns
from the CSV file



Populate the Company* column with 'Effective Technologies' for all records in the
CSV file



Change the heading for the 'Type' column to 'Company Role'

You can make the desired changes to the companies.csv file by completing the following
steps:
1. Create a Transport project on the Projects Console. During the project creation
process, enable SDC, provide a prefix for SDC-related files (for example, ET1), and
select to enable the data category ITSM Data.
2. Modify the SDC definition for Company data type in the Transport: Simplified Data
File Definitions window and save your changes (Figure 16).
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Move the Tier 1, Tier 2, Tier 3, Spoke Server Name, and Abbreviation entries
from the Data File Columns table to the Mapping File Columns table.



NOTE: These columns are not required in the CSV file, so they will not appear in
the ARM (or CSV) file.



Move the Company* entry to the Mapping File Columns table and enter 'Effective
Technologies' in the Predefined Value field.
NOTE: Because Company* is a required field, it will be hard-coded in the
company.arm file with a value of 'Effective Technologies'.



For the Type column in the Data File Columns table, enter 'Company Role' in the
Custom Label field.

Effective Technologies

Figure 16 – Simplified Data File Definitions window for Company data

3. Generate the files associated with the SDC definition for Company data: the CSV file
ET1_SDC_companies.csv, the ARM file ET1_SDC_company.arm, and the help text file
EffectTechSDCHelpText.doc.
The generated files are attached to the SDC definition and can be viewed by clicking the
paper clip icon in the Attachments section of the expanded File Details panel. The CSV
and ARM files are also stored in the directories specified in the associated configuration
(in this example, ETM0123Config) and available to use in data onboarding.
NOTE: Because Company* was hard-coded in the ARM file with a value of 'Effective
Technologies,' all records onboarded using these generated CSV and ARM files will have
a value of 'Effective Technologies' in the Company field.

Enabling SDC for additional data types (post-Project creation)
Typically, you enable SDC for one or more data types during creation of a Transport
project; an SDC definition is created for each data type that is SDC enabled. After a
project has been created, you can enable SDC for additional data types by creating
additional SDC definitions.
To enable SDC after a project has been created:
1. On the Projects Console, select the Customer and Project and click View to open the
Project Review window.
2. Click the View Configuration tab.
NOTE: The SDC definitions that have been created for the configuration are listed in
the table.
3. Click Create Definition. The Transport: Simplified Data File Definitions window
appears. The Customer*, Project Name, and Configuration Name* fields are autopopulated with information from the selected project.
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Figure 17 - Simplified Data File Definitions window for new SDC definition

4. Enter the following information for the new SDC definition:



Definition Name* - Provide a unique name.
NOTE: To make it easier to manage all SDC-related files associated with the
configuration, consider including the File Name Prefix as part of the Definition
Name. You can locate the File Name Prefix in the Settings section of the File
Details; click the Expand icon to view the file details.




Description – Provide a descriptive identifier for the SDC definition.



Data Category* - Select the data category that contains the data type you want to
make SDC enabled.



Data Type* - Select the data type you want to make SDC enabled.

Status* - A new SDC definition has a status of Draft. The Status is automatically
set to Generated after the associated CSV, ARM, and help text files have been
generated.

NOTE: The Data File* and Mapping File* fields are populated based on the File
Name Prefix (for the configuration) and data type you selected. Columns from the
CSV file for the selected data type appear in the Mapping File Columns and Data
File Columns tables.
5. Modify the SDC definition, Data File, and Mapping File values, as appropriate, and
generate the associated files—the CSV, ARM, and help text files—as described in
the section Modifying the definition file and generating the associated files.
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Chapter 5
Loading data with Effective Transport
This chapter provides instructions for using Effective Transport to import and transport
data—stored in CSV files or LDAP directory—to the BMC Remedy IT Service
Management, Atrium CMDB, Service Request Management, and Service Level
Management applications. The instructions in this guide apply to all Transport datalinks.
Certain data types, such as People data, require special consideration when loaded to
the ITSM applications. See the supplemental modules for the individual datalinks for
more information.
NOTE: Transport datalinks are ideal for ad hoc data loading of Asset CIs into the BMC
Remedy Asset Management application and of CI to CI relationships to BMC Remedy
Atrium CMDB. The Asset/CMDB datalinks were designed to complement, not replace,
the BMC Remedy Atrium Integrator (AI) data load tools that are used to import very large
volumes of data. The Asset/CMDB datalinks can support the import of thousands of CI
entries. The AI data load tools are more appropriate for situations where millions of CI
records must be imported.
Effective Transport supports onboarding of the following types of application data. Note
that ITSM foundation data is segmented into the ITSM and People data categories.
DATA CATEGORY

DATA TYPE

ITSM
(non-People data)

Company
Organization
Location
Support Group
Product Category
Operational Category
Scripts
Script Mappings
Generic Category
Cost Center
Approver Mapping
Approval Chains
Support Group On-Call
Task Template
Task Group Template
Incident Template
Change Template

People

Support Group
People
Assignment
People Permission Support Group
Support Group On-Call
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Asset/CMDB

Asset Application
Asset Base Element
Asset Business Service
Asset Computer System
Asset Database
Asset Equipment
Asset Mainframe
Asset Processor
Asset Relationship – People/Support Group/Organization to
CI
CMDB Relationship – CI to CI

SRM Data

Work Order Template
Navigational Category
SRD Level
Application Object Template
Process Definition Template
Service Request Definition

SLM Data

Service Target
Service Agreement
Service Contract

Table 7 - Application data types supported by Effective Transport

Methods for onboarding data with Effective Transport
The Effective Transport application provides the following methods to onboard data to
BMC applications:



Import and Transport features (Onboarding Console)
The Import and Transport actions are accessed from the Onboarding Console and
can be as individual actions (Import Only, Transport) or together in a single step
(Import & Transport).



Transport Jobs (Onboarding Console)
The Jobs feature enables you to run a group of multiple onboarding actions (job
items) as a single job. Transport Jobs can be run manually or scheduled to run at
specified frequencies.



Custom Data Load (Custom Data Load Console)
The Custom Data Load (CDL) feature enables users to upload the CSV files that will
be used to onboard data. For greater security, an ET Admin user can control user
access to data categories and onboarding actions.

This chapter describes how to use the Import and Transport features to onboard data.
For information on using Transport Jobs or the Custom Data Load features, see the
following sections, Using Transport Jobs and Using the Customer Data Load.
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Sequence for completing onboarding tasks
Effect-Tech recommends you complete the onboarding tasks in the following sequence:
ONBOARDING TASK

DESCRIPTION

Step 1
Import data

Load data from external source (CSV file or LDAP database)
to the intermediary staging forms

Step 2
Validate data

Verify that the data imported successfully to the staging
forms and that the data is correct.

Step 3
Transport data

Transport data from the staging forms to target application.

Step 4
Validate data

Verify that data transported successfully to the application
forms and that the data is correct.

Table 8 - Recommended sequence for completing onboarding tasks

You can run the Import and Transport steps together. However, doing so means you will
not have the opportunity to validate the data in the staging forms before the data is
pushed to the target application forms.
In addition, if you import and transport LDAP data in a single step (using the Import &
Transport button), you will not be able to promote the data to a remote server. The
Promote feature transfers data from staging forms on the local server to staging forms on
the remote server(s). Data from the BMC application forms is not promoted.

Importing Data
You can use Effective Transport to import source data that is stored in CSV files (all
ITSM, People, Asset/CMDB, SLM, or SRM data types) or an LDAP database (People
data only).
Effect-Tech recommends using the Import Only feature for initial onboarding of data. It is
easier to perform customization or testing of records in a staging form, rather than
records that have already been processed to an application form. Once the records have
been validated in the staging form, they can be easily transported to the application form
(select Transport > Data Type) or promoted to another server (select Promote >
DataType). See Validating data in the staging forms below for more information.
IMPORTANT: Before you begin the data import process, verify the data in the CSV files
are valid and appropriate for your enterprise needs, and that the Effective Transport
server has access to the CSV files. If you are loading data from an LDAP database,
make sure the directory service is running.

Recommended sequence for importing data
The order you use to onboard foundation data to BMC Remedy applications will depend
on your business goals and requirements. Because of dependencies among the various
data types, Effect-Tech recommends that you onboard data in the sequence listed below
(Table 9).
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1. Company
2. Organization
3. Location

Group 1
Basic foundation data

4. Support Group
5. Cost Center (if used in People)
Group 2

Categorization data
1. Product Category and/or Operational
Category
2. Generic Category

Categorization & People
data

People data
1. People
2. People Permission Support
Group

3. Support Group Assignment
NOTE: Categorization and People data groups can be onboarded at the
same time.
Group 3

Asset/CMDB data

Asset & CMDB data

NOTE: Onboard Asset CIs before the Asset/CI relationship data.

Group 4

ITSM data

ITSM (remaining)
& SLM data

1. Scripts
2. Script Mappings

SLM data
1. Service Target
2. Service Agreement

3. Support Group On-Call
4. Approver Mapping

3. Service Contract

5. Task Template
6. Task Group Template
7. Incident Template and/or Change
Template
NOTE: The remaining ITSM data and SLM data groups can be onboarded
at the same time.
Group 5
SRM data

SRM data
1. Work Order Template
2. Navigational Category
3. SRD Level
4. Application Object Template
5. Process Definition Template
6. Service Request Definition

Group 6

Approval Chains

Table 9 - Recommended sequence for data import

Pre-import configuration steps
Before you begin the data import process, Effect-Tech recommends that you properly
configure the following entries before you begin the data onboarding process:





Datalink Preferences
Datalink Details entry
Configuration profile

Datalink Preferences
Datalink Preferences are used to define default values for information that is not provided
in the source data or to set the auto-create actions that create entries on the BMC
secondary forms. You can define settings for only the Default Preferences profile, or you
can create multiple Preferences profiles for different Customers.
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See Importing data from CSV files below for instructions on defining the datalink
preferences.
NOTE: For information on preference settings for individual datalinks, see the
supplemental data modules to the User's Guide. Preferences are not available for all
datalinks.

Datalink Details entry (default CSV, ARM & log files used for import)
A Transport datalink uses an associated CSV (source data) and ARM (mapping) file for
each data import. In addition, a log file is generated during the import process. A datalink
is designed to look for the default CSV file (e.g. C:\Datalink\Data\people.csv) and ARM file
(e.g. C:\Datalink\Mappings\people.arm) for data import and to create the log file in a default
directory (e.g. C:\Datalink\Logs\). The CSV, ARM, and log files associated with a particular
datalink are defined in the Datalink Details entry.
If you will use different CSV, ARM and log files for your onboarding needs (for example,
C:\Datalink\Data\people-Customer1.csv or C:\Datalink\Data\location-Customer1.csv), you will need to
modify the file name values in the Datalink Details entry so that these files will be used for
data import.
If you frequently import the same foundation data from different directories or from data
files with different file names (for example, you import People data for in-house
employees from the People_Employees.csv file and People data for contractors from the
People_Contractors.csv file), you may want to create a new Datalink Details entry for each
set of data. See the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy
Customization Guide for information on creating a Datalink Details.
NOTE: You need ET Transport Admin permissions to modify the values in the Datalink
Details window.
To change the default CSV, ARM and log files used for import:
1. On the Onboarding Console, select Search > Datalinks. The Datalink Details window
appears in Search mode.
2. Use the Search feature to locate the datalink for which you wish to modify the
associated CSV, ARM and/or log files.
3. Specify the new CSV, ARM or log file name in the following fields:



Default Data File Name: CSV file containing the source data.
Include the .csv extension in the filename.



Default Log File Name: File containing information automatically generated by
the import process
NOTE: Do not add an extension to the log filename.



Default Mapping File Name: Mapping file used to map source data to fields in
the staging form. Include the .arm extension in the filename.
4. Click Save to save your changes.

Configuration profile (default directory locations and connection information)
The Configuration profile provides the connection information (AR Server, TCP port, User
and Password), as well as the directory locations of the CSV, ARM, and log files used for
data onboarding. A Configuration profile is associated with a Customer & Project (Project
mode) or a Customer (Maintenance mode). If your onboarding needs require that you
keep your CSV, ARM or log files in locations other than the default directories, you need
to modify the directory locations in the Configuration profiles used by the datalinks. See
Setting the Default Configuration parameters for the project in this guide for information
on modifying a Configuration profile.
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Importing data from CSV files
To import source data from CSV files to the staging forms:
1. On the Onboarding Console, select the Console Mode (Project or Maintenance) and
a Customer from the drop-down menu. If you specified Project in the Console Mode
field, you must select a Project from the drop-down menu.
NOTE: If you specified Project Mode, the details, activities and journal entries
associated with the Customer/Project selected appear on the Home tab. Only the
companies associated with at least one project will appear in the Customer dropdown menu.
If you specified Maintenance Mode, the journal entries associated with the Customer
selected appear on the Home tab.
2. Select a Data Category from the drop-down menu on the Import tab: ITSM Data
Type, People Data Type, Asset/CMDB Data Type, SLM Data Type, or SRM Data
Type. The Import window appears.
3. In the Data Type field, select a data type from the drop-down menu. The remaining
fields are auto-populated with default values for the selected data type. Note that all
fields can be modified, except for File Location.




Datalink: Transport datalink used to import selected data type



Activity: Milestone-based activity associated with the import process
NOTE: See Defining Projects and Activities for data onboarding for more
information.



File Location: Location of the CSV file containing the source data; by default,
C:\Datalink\Data\.
NOTE: The File Location cannot be modified from the Import window. See Step 5
below for information on modifying the File Location and other Configuration
settings.



Data File: CSV file containing the source data
NOTE: Click the Data File button to view the contents of the CSV file.



Configuration: Configuration profile to use in the import process
NOTE: If you are in Project Mode, the Default Configuration profile for the project
is listed.

Log File Name: Name of the log file to be generated by the import process.
NOTE: Click the Log File button to view the contents of the log file.
4. Review and edit Preferences settings, if needed. Preferences settings are used to
define default values if the information is not provided in the source data or to set the
auto-create actions that create entries on the BMC secondary forms.
a. Click Preferences. The Datalink Preferences window appears.
b. Click View Preference. Modify the Preferences values if needed, click Save, and
close the Datalink Preferences window.
c. Select the same Data Category from the drop-down menu to return to the Import
window.
NOTE: The Preferences option is not available for the following datalinks: Scripts,
Script Mappings, Group Assignment, Generic Category, Approver Mapping, Support
Group On-Call, Task Template, Task Group Template, Incident Template, Change
Template, all SLM data categories, and all SRM data categories.
See the supplemental modules to the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for
BMC Remedy User's Guide for preference settings for individual ITSM, People, and
Asset/CMDB datalinks.
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5. Select a Configuration profile from the drop-down menu.
NOTE: Click Show to view the Configuration profile settings. See Setting the Default
Configuration parameters for the project for information on modifying the
Configuration settings.
6. (optional) If you specified Project Mode, enter the hours (in whole numbers) needed
to complete the import process in the Add Time field and click Log Now. The time can
be logged to the project directly (if no activity is selected) or against the activity
specified in Step 3.
NOTE: If you selected the Automatic tracking mode, the number of hours entered is
automatically logged against the project and used to recalculate the Percent
Complete value for the project. If you selected the Manual tracking mode, you must
update the Percent Complete value manually on the Projects Console.
7. Select Clear Staged to clear existing records from the staging form. Staging form
entries for the Project (a combination of Customer and Project Name as qualification)
or for the Customer (Customer and an empty Project Name as qualification) are
removed.
NOTE: Clear Staged will not clear the data that is part of an SRD template. For
information about deleting data from an SRD template, see the Effective Transport
Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide – Service Request
Management Data.
8. Select Import Only to begin the import process. Records that have been successfully
imported to the staging form will have Status = Imported from source.
NOTE: You can also check the message in the Result field or the log file to check the
status of the import process. The Result field shows the number of records that were
successfully imported, the user performed the import action, and the length of time to
complete the process. The same information is stored in the journal entry that is
automatically generated.
The following is an example:
Successfully imported: 10
Failed to import: 0
Warnings during import: 0
Total Records: 10
Type: Import
Runtime User: <user who ran the Import action>
Configuration User: <user on the configuration entry; actual user used on the import command>
Job Item Name: JII_EF000C29F9C96FEBmhTADAQQAQp0QA
Import from C:\Datalink\Data\companies.csv to EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Companies
Description:
Elapsed Time: 0.83 seconds
Total Elapsed Time: 0.88 seconds

If the Failed to Import number count is not 0, consult the log file to determine why the
entry did not import.
For Import & Transport, the Result field shows both the results from the Import side
followed by the Transport side.
The following is an example:
Summary of Job Items:
Successful: 2
Failed: 0
Total: 2
Successfully imported: 10
Failed to import: 0
Warnings during import: 0
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Total Records: 10
Please verify the status field of the entries in the staging form that they have been successfully transported.
Type: Import and Transport
Runtime User: appadmin
Configuration User: appadmin
Job Item Name: JII_EFGAA5V0AAAJ2AMSZAJUA47OKUBU8L
Import from C:\Datalink\Data\companies.csv to EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Companies
Description:
Elapsed Time: 0.42 seconds
Successfully transported: 10
Failed to transport: 0
Warnings during transport: 0
Total Records: 10
Type: Transport
Runtime User: appadmin
Job Item Name: JII_EFGAA5V0AAAJ2AMSZAJUA47OKUBU8L
Transport to EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Companies
Description:
Elapsed Time: 0.86 seconds
Total Elapsed Time: 1.34 seconds

Importing Data from an LDAP database
You can use Effective Transport to import People data from an LDAP database, as well
as from CSV files.
To import People data from an LDAP database to the People staging form:
1. On the Onboarding Console, select the Console Mode (Project or Maintenance) and
a Customer from the drop-down menu. If you specified Project in the Console Mode
field, you must select a Project from the drop-down menu.
NOTE: If you specified Project Mode, the details, activities and journal entries
associated with the Customer/Project selected appear on the Home tab.
If you specified Maintenance Mode, the journal entries associated with the Customer
selected appear on the Home tab.
2. From the drop-down menu on the Import tab, select People data. The Import People
data window appears.

Figure 18 - Onboarding Console: People data selected on the Import tab
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3. Select People in the People Data Type field, and select LDAP to People Data Link -1
in the Data Link window.
4. Review and edit Preferences settings, if needed. Preferences settings are used to
define default values if the information is not provided in the source data. See
Datalink Preferences for more information.
a. Click Preferences. The Datalink Preferences window appears.
b. Click View Preference. Modify the Preferences values if needed, click Save, and
close the Datalink Preferences window.
c. Select the same Data Category from the drop-down menu to return to the Import
window.
5. (optional) If you specified Project Mode, enter the hours (in whole numbers) needed
to complete the import process in the Add Time field and click Log Now. The time can
be logged to the project directly (if no activity is selected) or against the activity
specified in Step 3.
NOTE: If you selected the Automatic tracking mode, the number of hours entered is
automatically logged against the project and used to recalculate the Percent
Complete value for the project. If you selected the Manual tracking mode, you must
update the Percent Complete value manually on the Projects Console.
6. (optional) Select Clear Transition Data to clear existing records from the Transition
data table (located below the LDAP-related buttons). The Transition data table stores
the status and error messages of entries processed on the Accessory Data form.
NOTE: To view data currently on the directory system, click Accessory Data.
7. Select Import Only to begin the import process. Data from the LDAP database is
imported to the People staging form and the LDAP Transition Form.
IMPORTANT: To transport the data from the People staging form to the BMC
application form, you need to select the People datalink and select the Transport
action.
NOTE: Records that have been successfully imported will have Status = “Imported
from source.” You can also determine the status of the import process by checking
the message in the Result field, or viewing the status of records in the Transition
Data Form (select Transition Data button) or People staging form (select Staged Data
button).
8. Click Reset to reset the value in the Last Run Date Time field.
The Last Run Date Time value indicates the last date and time the LDAP datalink
was run, either manually or via the Scheduler feature. Because the LDAP datalink
imports only the changes since the Last Run Date Time value, you need to set the
field to an earlier date/time or leave the field empty if you wish to import the records
again.
IMPORTANT: After the import process is complete, Effect-Tech recommends that you
validate the data in the staging forms before you transport the data to the target
application.
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Validating data in the staging forms
After you completed the import process, Effect-Tech recommends you review the staging
form records to determine if the source data was successfully imported.
NOTE: See the supplemental modules to the User's Guide for information specific to the
various types of data (e.g. ITSM & People, Asset/CMDB, SLM and SRM data).
To validate data in the staging form:
1. From the Import window, select Staged Data. The staging form for the selected data
type opens in Search mode.
2. Click Search and review the staging form records to determine if the data was
imported successfully.
NOTE: If Status=Imported from Source, the record was successfully created on the
staging form, but not pushed to the application form.
If the data did not import, check the following areas for errors:
For CSV source data:



Review the Result field on the Onboarding Console to check for errors. If the Failed
to Import number count is not 0, consult the log file to determine why the entry did not
import. Typical errors that are reported are incorrect server name, missing port
number, incorrect configuration user credentials, or CSV and/or ARM files were not
found.
NOTE: For the one-step process (Import & Transport button), the Result field reflects
only errors for entries that fail to load into the staging form; it does not report errors
encountered when loading data to the application form during the transport step. If
you used the one-step process to onboard data, Effect-Tech recommends that in
addition to reviewing the Result field, you query the staging form for entries with
Status="Error" to determine if any records failed to load to the application form.



Review the Configuration settings (click Show by the Configuration field) to confirm
that the values are correct. For example, make sure the User and Password are
correct, or that the Port number is set if necessary.



If the Configuration settings are correct, check the log file in the \Log directory for error
messages relating to incorrect data. Correct the errors in the CSV file, and run the
import process again.

For LDAP source data:



Check the Transition Data form (click Transition Data) to view real-time status of
records processed from Import Only or Import & Transport runs. Use this form to
troubleshoot errors seen in the Error Messages field.

Transporting Data
After the data in the staging form has been validated, you can move the data into ITSM,
Atrium CMDB, SLM, or SRM application forms. Note that this step can be run in
conjunction with the data import step (above) by using the Import & Transport button
instead of the Import button. You bypass the validation step at the staging form by
running the import and transport actions together.
If you load LDAP data using the Import & Transport button, the records are processed on
the ITSM People form. No records are saved to the People staging form, and
consequently, this data is not available for promotion to another server. If you wish to
promote the data stored in a LDAP directory, you must import and transport the LDAP
data as separate onboarding actions.
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NOTE: Multi-threading is supported on the Transport feature and the Transport action of
the Import & Transport feature. See the following section Enabling multi-threading on the
Transport action for more information.
To transport data:
1. On the Onboarding Console, select a Data Category from the drop-down menu on
the Transport tab: ITSM data, People data, Asset/CMDB data, SLM data, or SRM
data. The Transport window appears.

Figure 19 - Onboarding Console: Transport tab

2. In the Data Type field, select a data type from the drop-down menu. The records that
were imported to the staging form appear in the table below.
3. (optional for Project mode) Enter values into the Activity and/or Add Time fields and
click Log Now.
4. Select Transport to begin the transport process. Data in the staging form is pushed to
the appropriate BMC application form. Data that is imported from an LDAP directory
is pushed to the ITSM People form.



If Status="Processed," the entry was successfully created or updated on the
application form.



If the Status = "Error," check the Error Messages field on the staging form entry.
Correct the errors on the CSV file, re-import the data and review in the staging
form. If the data appears to be correct, perform the Transport action again to
push the corrected data to the application form.
NOTE: You can also check the message in the Result field to check the status of the
Transport process. The following is an example:
Successfully transported: 16
Failed to transport: 0
Warnings during transport: 0
Total Records: 16
Type: Transport
Runtime User: <user who ran the transport action>
Job Item Name: JII_EF000C29F9C96FBhuhTApKsXAQa0UA
Transport to EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Companies
Description:
Elapsed Time: 1.66 seconds
Total Elapsed Time: 1.70 seconds
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Enabling multi-threading on the Transport action
The Effective Transport application supports multi-threading on the Transport feature and
the Transport action of the Import & Transport feature. Complete the following steps to
enable multi-threading on the Transport action:
1. Open the file pluginsvr_config.xml (in the directory <Transport-installation
directory>\Lib\lib\pluginsvr\transport) and locate the following section:
<plugin>
<name>ET.TRPT.UTILITY</name>
<type>FilterAPI</type>
<code>JAVA</code>
<filename>[Transport-install directory]\Lib\ETTransportUtility.jar</filename>
<classname>com.effect_tech.arsys.plugins.EFTTransportUtility.EFTTransportUtilityPlugin</classn
ame>
<pathelement type="location">[Transport-install directory]\Lib\lib\arapiext75.jar</pathelement>
<pathelement type="location">[Transport-install directory]\Lib\EFTCryptoLib.jar</pathelement>
<userDefined>
<installDir>[Transport-install directory]\Lib</installDir>
<privateRPCQueue>[Transport plugin private RPC]</privateRPCQueue>
<mtEntrySize>0</mtEntrySize>
<mtMaxThreadNumber>1</mtMaxThreadNumber>
</userDefined>
</plugin>
2. Update the properties mtEntrySize and mtMaxThreadNumber.
The mtEntrySize value determines how many threads to use, and the
mtMaxThreadNumber value defines the maximum number of threads allowed. If there
are 99 records and mtEntrySize is 50, it will use 2 threads even if the mtMaxThreadNumber
is 5.
If there are 999 records, mtMaxThreadNumber is 5, and the mtEntrySize is 100, 5 threads
will be used, even though 10 threads could be used based on the given mtEntrySize
value.
For example, if set mtEntrySize to 500 and mtMaxThreadNumber to 3, multi-threading will
apply when there are 500 or more entries on the staging form to process. The
maximum of three threads will not be exceeded.
3. Restart the AR server or the plug-in server.
NOTE: To restart the plug-in server without restarting the AR server, refer to the BMC
Remedy Action Request System Administrator’s Guide under the section How BMC
Remedy AR System integrates with third-party products on Restarting the plug-in
server using the Set Server Info command.
Not all datalinks can be processed randomly using multi-threading. For example,
datalinks that use Line Type have data dependencies and therefore, cannot use multithreading.
The following datalinks can use the multi-threading feature to process data.
 Company
 People
 Organization
 Assignment
 Location
 People Permission Support
Group
 Support Group
 Support Group On-Call
 Product Category
 Cost Center
 Operational Category
 Approver Mapping
 Generic Category
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Scripts
Script Mappings
SRD Level
Asset Application
Asset Base Element
Asset Business Service
Asset Computer System
Asset Database







Asset Equipment
Asset Mainframe
Asset Processor
CMDB Relationship –
CI to CI
Asset Relationship –
People/Support
Group/Organization to CI

Validating data in the application forms
You can use the App Data feature to view entries in the BMC Remedy applications and
determine if the data transported successfully.
To use the App Data feature:
1. From the Transport window on the Onboarding Console, select App Data. The ITSM,
CMDB, SLM, or SRM application form opens in Search mode.
2. Click Search and review the records to determine if the source data was transported
successfully.
NOTE: If the Status = "Error," check the Error Messages field on the staging form
entry. Correct the errors on the CSV file, re-import the data and review in the staging
form. If the data appears to be correct, perform the Transport action again to push
the corrected data to the application form.
Effect-Tech recommends additional validation on the following types of data:



People data
Review records for entries with different People Profiles to verify that all records were
loaded to ITSM.
NOTE: For People data, you can also run validation reports or use the Transport Data
Viewer to verify if the data was transported successfully to BMC Remedy IT Service
Management. See the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy
User's Guide – ITSM & People Data for more information.



Asset/CMDB data
Review the Asset CI forms and CMDB relationship forms to verify that the Asset CI
entries and the association entries are created or updated correctly and are located in the
specified dataset.



SRM data
Check each SRD entry and verify that all components (for each SRD) were transported to
BMC Service Request Management.
If an SRD is deployed, use the BMC SRM application Request Entry form to search for
the SRD.



SLM data
Check each SLM object entry and verify that all components were transported to BMC
Service Level Management.

Deleting Records from Staging and Foundation Forms
The Cleanup Staging Forms and Cleanup Foundation Forms features enable you to bulk
delete data from staging and foundation forms. These features are an efficient means to
clean out sample and test data to prepare the environment for new data.
IMPORTANT: Only the ET Transport Admin has access to the Cleanup Staging Forms
and Cleanup Foundation Forms features.
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Deleting records from staging forms
The Cleanup Staging Forms feature allows you to delete unwanted records from the
staging forms. You can specify your own criteria to use for identifying the records to
delete, or you can select from a set of pre-defined cleanup qualifications. The cleanup
process is triggered by an escalation process that is scheduled to run on a nightly basis.
The escalation is triggered only when the Status of the entry is Enabled. By default, the
out-of-the-box entries have Status set to Proposed.
You can also immediately delete entries from staging forms using the Quick Delete of
Staging Data option. See the following section for more information.
NOTE: The Cleanup Staging Forms feature deletes only staging form data, no foundation
or application data is removed.
To create a new cleanup entry:
1. From the Onboarding Console, select Advanced Functions > Cleanup Staging
Forms. The Cleanup Staging Form appears.

Figure 20 - Cleanup Staging Form window

2. Enter information for the following fields:





Description: Provide a description of your cleanup entry
Form: Select the staging form from which to delete unwanted records from the
drop-down list.

Cleanup Qualification: Enter the criteria to use to identify the records to be
deleted.
IMPORTANT: Be sure you select the correct staging form. The cleanup process will
delete all records that meet the specified cleanup qualifications.
3. Set Status=”Enabled” and click Save. By default, the cleanup process will run on a
nightly basis.
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To use an existing cleanup entry:
1. In the Cleaning Staging Form window, click Search to display a list of available
Cleanup Staging Form entries.

Figure 21 - Cleanup Staging Form window with list of available Staging Forms

2. Select the entry you wish to use. The settings for the entry appear in the window
below.
3. Modify the cleanup qualifications, as needed, then set Status="Enabled" and click
Save.

Quick Delete of Staging Data
The Quick Delete of Staging Data feature allows you to immediately remove entries from
the staging forms you select. The feature is particularly helpful in cleaning out old
test/sample data to make sure the data in the staging forms are the result of the latest
data imports.
NOTE: The Quick Delete feature deletes only staging form data, no foundation or
application data is removed. To perform a quick delete of staging data:
1. In the Cleanup Staging Form window, click Search to display a list of available
Cleanup Staging Form entries.
2. In the Form field, specify the staging form from which to delete unwanted records.
IMPORTANT: Be sure you select the correct staging form. The cleanup process will
delete all records that meet the specified cleanup qualifications.
3. Specify whether to delete all or a subset of entries:



To delete all entries from the staging form, select Quick Delete – All Entries, and
save the entry.
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To delete only a subset of the entries,
a. Enter the appropriate qualification criteria in the Cleanup Qualification field.
b. Select Quick Delete – Use Qualification, and click Save.
NOTE: The criteria in the Cleanup Qualification field are used by the nightly
escalation that cleans out old staging data. Be sure to reset the criteria to reflect
what you would like the nightly escalation to do.



To delete all staging form data in one operation,
a. Select all staging form entries in the table and select Modify All.
b. Select Quick Delete – All Entries.
c. Save the entry. You will be asked if you wish to update multiple entries; select
Yes to delete all selected items.

Deleting data from foundation forms
The Cleanup Foundation Forms feature allows you to bulk delete data from select
foundation forms. It provides an efficient means to clean out sample and test data from
the main foundation forms, as well as data from all associated forms, in order to prepare
the environment for new data.
You can choose to perform a Hard Delete, which permanently removes the data, or you
can temporarily set the status of the entries to ‘Delete’ or one of the other Action Status
Values that most foundation forms support (e.g. Proposed, Enabled, Offline, Obsolete,
and Archive).
For example, if there is a need to clean out data in the main COM:Company form, data from
associated forms like COM:Company Alias, SIT:Site Company Association, SIT:Site Group,
CTM:Region, CTM:People Organization, and others, would also need to be deleted.
IMPORTANT: To use this bulk cleanup feature, you must have the proper administrative
and ITSM permissions and roles to edit the foundation forms.
The Cleanup Console (Figure 22) provides an interface for selecting the foundation form
and its associated forms from which to delete data, and for specifying the cleanup
qualifications. The table on the left lists the main foundation forms; the table on the right
lists the forms that are associated to the entry on the main form that is selected. You
specify the criteria to use to clean up the forms in the Cleanup Form Qualification and
Selected Associated Form Qualification fields.
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Figure 22 - Foundation Form Cleanup Console

Effective Transport provides a pre-defined list of main forms and their associated forms
for the following foundation data:
 Company
 Organization
 Location
 Support Group
 People
 Product Category
 Operational Category
 Assignment
To perform a bulk cleanup of data from foundation forms:
1. From the Onboarding Console, select Advanced Features > Cleanup Foundation
Forms. The Cleanup Console appears.
2. Select the main form (from the table on the left) from which to delete unwanted
records.
NOTE: A list of forms associated to the selected main form is displayed in the table
on the right.
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3. Review the Cleanup Form Qualification field. To change the cleanup criteria, double
click on the selected main form. The Cleanup Form List appears. Edit the Cleanup
Form List, as needed, and click Save.

Figure 23 - Cleanup Form List window
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Cleanup Data Name – unique value that ties the associated forms to the main
cleanup entry. Select an item from the drop-down list or enter a new name.




Form – name of the foundation form from which data will be deleted.



Take Action –action that will be performed on entries that match the cleanup
qualification. Set action to ‘Hard Delete’ or ‘Set Status.’
- The Hard Delete option permanently deletes the entries that match the
specified qualification.
- The Set Status option allows you to set the status of the entries that match the
qualification to the status value that you provide in the Action Status Value
field. The valid status values are Proposed, Enabled, Offline, Obsolete,
Archive, and Delete.
NOTE: In order to use the Set Status option, you must have access to modify all
returned entries that match the qualifications for the main cleanup item.
The underlying status field (field 7) on the main form to be cleaned up must have
the same value as that specified in the Action Status Value field. If the status field
values do not match, specify Hard Delete in the Take Action field.



Cleanup Qualification – criteria that will be used to identify the records that will
be deleted or set to the specified Action Status Value.
Use the Operator, Cleanup Form Fields, Operation, and Operand fields, and the
Add button, to generate the cleanup qualification. Hard coded values and
Remedy keywords may also be used.

Cleanup Order – order in which the main forms will be cleaned up if more than
one main form has been selected for clean-up.
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NOTE: In the following three instances, specific modifications are automatically
made to the qualification to ensure the cleanup is processed correctly:



When the Company main cleanup entry is being processed, AND ‘Company’!=
“-Global-” is added to the qualification to ensure the Global company and its
associated data are not deleted.



When Take Action=‘Hard Delete’ and the Company main cleanup entry is
processed, the people entries on the CTM:People form are first modified to set
the Profile Status field to ‘Delete’ before the actual deletion occurs.



When the Product Category main cleanup entry is being processed, AND
‘Origin*’ !=“Third Party” is added to the qualification to ensure third party
product categories are not deleted.



Override Assoc List Set Status Action With Hard Delete (Y/N) – overwrites the
Take Action value that is specified on the Cleanup Form Associated List for all
associated forms. This flag allows a hard delete to be performed on the main
form and its associated entries. A ‘Yes’ value does not physically overwrite the
value in the Take Action field on the Cleanup Form Associated List. However, all
matching entries will be deleted when the cleanup is performed.



Action Status Value field – sets the cleanup entry offline or makes it available on
the Cleanup Console. Only entries with a status of ‘Enabled’ will show up on the
Cleanup Console.



Cleanup Now – if the Cleanup Now flag is set to ‘Yes’ and the entry is saved, the
cleanup process is started without returning to the Cleanup Console.
4. Click Show Results to bring up a list of entries that match the cleanup qualification.
Review the results to ensure that the correct data will be deleted or updated.
5. In the Cleanup Console, review the Associated Form list (in the table on the right)
and the corresponding Selected Associated Form Qualification field. To modify the
Associated Form Qualification criteria for a specific form, double-click on the entry in
the Associated Form list. The Cleanup Form Associated List appears (Figure 24).
Edit the Cleanup Form Associated List, as needed, and click Save.
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Figure 24 - Cleanup Form Associated List window
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Cleanup Data Name – unique name defined in the Cleanup Form List that ties
the associated form to the main cleanup form. The menu lists only the data
names that were defined in the main Cleanup Form List.



Associated Form – lists the associated form that is directly or indirectly
associated to the main cleanup form entry. When the cleanup is performed, it will
be performed on this form.



Cleanup Order – represents the order in which the associated forms data will be
cleaned up. When the main form is processed, the associated forms will be
processed in the order you specify.



Take Action – action that will be performed on entries that match the cleanup
qualification. Set action to ‘Hard Delete’ or ‘Set Status. For more information, see
the previous step on editing the main Cleanup Form List.
NOTE: If the Override Assoc List Set Status Action With Hard Delete flag (on the
main Cleanup Form List) is set to ‘Yes,’ the Set Status option on the associated
list will be ignored when the cleanup is performed.



Cleanup Qualification - criteria that will be used to identify the records on the
associated form that will be deleted or set to the specified Action Status Value.
For more information, see the previous step on editing the main Cleanup Form
List.



Action Status Value field – sets the cleanup entry offline or makes it available on
the Cleanup Console. Only entries with a status of ‘Enabled’ will show up on the
Cleanup Console.



Additional Action1 – provides the option, Get Values From Assoc Form, which
allows you to fetch additional values and use them in the subsequent associated
configuration items to clean up the data. You can pick the additional fields and
the subsequent associated items that are referenced with #800010101# and
#800010107# in the qualification.
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When the associated item with these references is executed, the references will
be replaced with the real values that were collected in the previous associated
items where the Additional Action1 option was set. These additional values can
be collected from two different associated items, as needed.
6. Return to the Cleanup Console, and click Show Results to bring up a list of entries
that match the cleanup qualification. Review the results to ensure that the correct
data will be deleted or updated.
7. Click Cleanup Selected to begin the cleanup process. A success message appears if
the cleanup process completed successfully.
8. Click Show Results to check if at least one main cleanup form entry was processed
correctly.

Promoting data to remote servers
After you have verified that the data was properly imported to the staging forms, you can
use Effective Transport to promote the data to one or more remote servers in one of the
following ways:



Using the Transport Promote feature (DSO)
Use the Transport Promote feature to transfer data from the staging forms on the
local server to staging forms on the remote server(s). The Promote feature leverages
the Distributed Server Option (DSO) option of the BMC Remedy AR System for data
promotion. The local and remote servers must have a DSO license and AR System
installed and properly configured to utilize the Promote feature.
See the BMC Remedy Distributed Server Option Guide for information on DSO
configuration.



Using the CSV file from the local server
Copy the CSV file(s) from the local server to the remote servers and use Effective
Transport to import and transport data directly on the remote servers.

NOTE: For best results, Effect-Tech recommends you fully process the data on the local
server (i.e. successfully validate data in the BMC Remedy application forms) before you
move data to remote servers.
This section provides information for using the Transport Promote (DSO) feature to
transfer data to remote servers. To import and transport data on remote servers using the
CSV files, see the Importing Data and Transporting Data sections above.

Promoting data using the Transport Promote (DSO) feature
After you have verified that the data was properly imported to the staging forms on the
local server, you can use the Transport Promote feature to transfer the data to one or
more remote servers.
NOTE: The Promote feature is hidden by default. It is enabled per user by selecting the
Show Promote? option on the User Preference form. For more details, refer to the
section Setting User Preferences for the Onboarding Console above.
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Figure 25 - Overview of data promotion using Effective Transport/DSO feature

To promote data to a remote server using the Transport Promote (DSO) feature:
1. Configure the remote server.
a. On the Onboarding Console, select Sync Target Server from the drop-down
menu on the Promote tab. The Synchronize Datalink Configuration with Target
Server window appears.

Figure 26 –Synchronize Datalink Configuration with Target Server window

b. In the Remote Server field, enter the remote server name or select the server
from the drop-down menu.
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NOTE: If the remote server is not found, use the Configure link to set up the
remote server. Click Configure and in the Configure Server window, specify the
Customer and Server Name, and set Status to Active.
c. Select the configuration data to synchronize: Preferences, People Profiles, and/or
Transformation Mappings.
To ensure that the data is promoted successfully, the target server must have the
same Preferences, People Profile definitions, and Transformation Mapping
settings as that of the local server. Use the Synchronize option to push the
necessary preferences and configuration data to the target server.
IMPORTANT: For People Profiles that reference Companies and Support
Groups, the Company and Support Group data must be promoted before
the People Profiles data can be synchronized. See the section Promoting
Data with People Profiles – Recommended Practice below for more information.
2. (optional) If you promoted one of more People Profiles, run a validation process on
the remote server to check for promotion of supporting data.
a. Open the People Profile record on the remote server. You can use the Search
People Profiles feature (select Search > People Profiles) to locate the People
Profile record.
b. On the System tab, set Validate Support Data to ‘Yes,’ save the entry, and then
refresh the entry. If all supporting data was successfully promoted, the Support
Data Message window will show Supporting Data=‘Complete’ and ‘Validating
Support Data…Complete.’

Figure 27 - People Profiles form - System tab
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If the validation was unsuccessful, the Support Data Message window will list the
missing support groups and access companies, for example:
Support Group Staging Form: Support Group 'Company1,Org1, Group1' does not exist.
Support Group Staging Form: Support Group 'Company2,Org2,,Group2' does not exist.
Company Staging Form: Company 'XYZ' does not exist."

3.

Promote data to the remote server.
a. Select a data category from the drop-down menu on the Promote tab: ITSM data,
People data, Asset/CMDB, SLM, or SRM data. The Promote data window
appears.

Figure 28 - Promote data window

b. Review and edit the following information to use for the data promotion process:








Remote server
Data Type
Activity

Add Time (click Log Now to save your entry)
Local Server (read-only)
Distributed Mapping (read-only)
NOTE: The Distributed Mapping value is defined in the Datalink Details entry.
You can view the Datalink Details entry by selecting Search > Datalinks on
the Onboarding Console.
c. Click Tag for Promote. The data items that will be promoted appear in the table
with Data Category = ‘Promotion Ready.’ All entries for the Project (in Project
Mode) or the Customer (in Maintenance Mode) will be tagged.
d. Click Start Promotion. To check if the data was promoted successfully, click the
icon to refresh the Promote data table. If the promotion process was
successful:
- On the local server, data items will have Transfer Status = “Success”
- On the remote server, data items will have Status = “Promotion Ready”
NOTE: You can check the message in the Result field or the log file to check the
status of the promote process. The following is an example of a data promotion
results message:
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Successfully promoted: 16
Failed to promote: 0
Warnings during promote: 0
Total Records: 16
Type: Promote
Runtime User: <user who ran the promote action>
Job Item Name: JII_EF000C29F9C96FICChTAyporAQ5UYA
Promote to form EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Companies
Description:
Elapsed Time: 1.62 seconds
Total Elapsed Time: 1.67 seconds

4. To promote the staging data to another remote server, modify the remote server
name in the configuration settings and repeat the data promotion process.

Promoting Data with People Profiles – Recommended Practice
Effect-Tech recommends the following steps to promote data in a situation where the
Company and Support Group data must exist on the remote server before the People
Profile definitions can be synchronized. That is, the People Profiles are defined with Get
Access Companies from=‘People Profile’ and Get Support Groups from=‘People Profile.’
NOTE: If the Companies and Support Groups are defined in the CSV file (that is, From
File), then data can be promoted in the order described in the previous section. It is not
necessary to promote the Company and Support Group data before you synchronize the
People Profile definitions.
1. Synchronize the Preferences and Transformation Mapping settings.
2. Promote the Company and Support Group data.
3. Synchronize the People Profile definitions.
4. Validate that supporting data for People Profiles is complete (on remote server).
5. Continue promotion of other data types.

Validating data in remote servers after data promotion (using DSO feature)
You can validate data on the remote servers using one of the following methods:



If you used the Synchronize feature, check the Preferences entries, People Profiles,
and Transformation Mappings forms to determine if the entries were transferred
correctly.



If you selected to transfer a specific type of data, the Promote action will transfer the
data from the staging forms and push these entries to the BMC application forms.
 Check the staging form entries to determine if the correct number of entries were
transferred. If there are missing entries, see the BMC Remedy Distributed Server
Option Guide for information on how to troubleshoot DSO.
 Review the Status values of the staging form entries on the remote server.
- If Status="Success," the entries were successfully pushed to the BMC
application forms on the remote server. Perform data validation after Transport
as described in the section Validating data in the application forms above.
- If Status="Error," there may be dependent data that is missing on the remote
server. Correct the missing dependent data, and then run the Transport action on
the remote server to push the entries on the staging forms to the application
forms.
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Chapter 6
Alternate methods for data onboarding
This chapter provides instructions for using the Transport Jobs and Customer Data Load
(CDL) features to load data to BMC Remedy applications.



Transport Jobs – Allows users to run a group of multiple onboarding actions as a
single job.



Customer Data Load – Allows users to upload CSV files and use the files to import
and transport data to the BMC applications. An ET Admin user can control user
access to data categories and onboarding actions for greater security.

Using Transport Jobs
The Transport Jobs feature allows you to group together multiple onboarding actions that
are frequently run together in a particular sequence. Instead of running each onboarding
action individually, you can define a job that is comprised of the onboarding actions –
called job items–and simply run the job instead.
NOTE: Transport Jobs can be run by users with the ability to load and promote data,
namely those with ET Transport Admin and ET Promote Users permissions.
You can manually run each job or schedule a job to run on a daily or weekly basis. See
Scheduling Onboarding Tasks for more information.
You can select from the following job items to create a job:






Import: import data from CSV file to staging form
Transport: move data from staging form to BMC application form
Import & Transport: import data from CSV file to BMC application form
Promote: move data from the staging forms on the local server to staging forms on a
remote server.

NOTE: The Transport Jobs feature can also be use to export data in BMC Remedy
foundation forms to generated CSV files. See Exporting foundation data through
Transport Jobs for information on using the Export Job feature.

Creating a job
To create a job:
1. From the Onboarding Console, select Advanced Functions > Manage Jobs. The Job
Console appears.
2. Click Create Job. The Effective Job window appears.

Figure 29 - Effective Job window
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3. Enter the following information for the job, and click Save. The Items section appears
in the lower half of the window.
Required fields are in bold-face.







Job Name: Enter a unique name
Description (optional)
Status: Set to Active
Customer: Enter a customer name or select one from the drop-down menu

Project Name (optional): Select one from the drop-down menu.
NOTE: The job will be available only to the Customer (company) and project you
specified. To make the job available to all users, select –Global– in the Customer
field. Defining the Customer and/or Project also determines where the job will locate
the CSV and ARM files used for onboarding and where the log files will be created if
Import or Import & Transport actions are selected.

Adding job items
After you created a job, you define a job item for each onboarding action you wish to run
as part of the job.
To define a job item:
1. In the Items section, enter the following information for each job item, and click Save.
Required fields are in bold-face.





Job Item Name: Enter a unique name



Order: Enter a number (beginning with 1) to specify the numerical sequence of
the job item within the job.



Description (optional)
Status: Set to Active
NOTE: A job item does not have a delete feature. To stop the execution of a job
item, set Status to Inactive. The job item will be skipped when the job (containing
the job item) is run

Type: Select Import, Import & Transport, Transport, Promote, or Export.
A set of fields appear based on the onboarding action selected. Required fields
are marked with an asterisk. See Table 10 for more information.
NOTE: If you selected Export, see Exporting foundation data through Transport
Jobs for information on using the Export Job feature.
2. Foundation Data: Select the data type from the drop-down menu. Select fields that
appear are auto-populated with the default values for the type of data selected, but
can be modified. See Table 10 for more information.
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ONBOARDING
TYPE

FIELDS

DESCRIPTION

Import
Import & Transport

Foundation Data*
Target Form Name*
Data File Name*
Mapping File Name*
Log File Name*

The fields are auto-populated with default
values for the type of data selected in the
Foundation Data* field.

Transport

Foundation Data*
Target Form Name*
Qualification

The Target Form Name* field is autopopulated with the default value for the type
of data selected in the Foundation Data*
field.
If the Qualification field is left blank, the job
will process the entries on the staging form
that match the Customer and Project defined
for the job and where Status != Processed;
Entries that have already been successfully
processed will not be processed again.

Promote

Remote Server*
Foundation Data*
Target Form Name*
Distributed Mapping*
Qualification

The Target Form Name* and Distributed
Mapping* fields are auto-populated with the
default value for the type of data selected in
the Foundation Data* field. A Remote Server
must be selected from the drop-down menu.
If the Qualification field is left blank, the job
will transfer the staging form entries that
match the Customer defined for the job and
that are tagged for promotion. A Project value
can be defined in the Qualification to refine
the scope of the entries that will be promoted.

Export

Export Type*
File Type*
Foundation Data*
Staging Form Name*
Qualification*
Data Path Name*
Data File Name*

All fields are required. The File Type* is autopopulated with “CSV” and cannot be
modified. The Staging Form Name* field is
auto-populated based on the Foundation
Data* selected and cannot be modified.
A valid qualification must be entered in the
Qualification* field or the job will not process
the Export action.
Currently, Effective Transport supports only
Remedy for the Export Type*.

Table 10 - Transport Job - Onboarding action settings

3. Click Save (at the bottom of the Item Panel) to save the job item.
4. Click New to create another job item for the job. Repeat Steps 1-3 add job items to
the job.
5. Click Save (on top menu bar) to save the job and associated job items.

Copying a job
You can create a new job by simply copying an existing job and modifying the job item
configurations, as needed. In the Job Console, select the job to copy and click Copy.
Provide a unique name in the dialog box that appears and click Copy. A new job is
created with the same job items as the original job. You can also access the Copy feature
from the Effective Job window (Figure 29).
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Viewing job details
To view details of the available jobs:
1. Select Advanced Functions > Manage Jobs. The Job Console appears.
2. Select a job and click View. The Effective Job window appears.
3. Select a job item from the Job Items section. Details about the job item are displayed
in the fields to the right.

Figure 30 - Effective Job window with details of the selected job

Running a job
There are three ways to run a job:



From the Job Console
1. Select Advanced Functions > Manage Jobs. The Job Console appears.
2. Select a job and click Run.



From the Effective Job window
1. Select Advanced Functions > Manage Jobs. The Job Console appears.
2. Select a job and click View. The Effective Job window appears with details of the
selected job.
3. Click Run on the Effective Job window.



Through the Schedule feature. See Scheduling Onboarding Actions below for more
information.

When a job is run, a job instance is created for the job and job item instances are created
for each of the job items. The instances preserve the results of the runs. You can view
job instances from the Job Console by double-clicking the entry in the Run results table
(located in the lower right-hand). From the Effective Job window, select the instance and
click View to see details of the job run.
Each time a job is run, a journal entry is logged with the results of the run. The
information in the journal entry is the same as that in the Messages field on the Job
Instance form and reports the results of the job item instances.
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Configuring Effective Transport to run jobs in parallel
You can run multiple Transport jobs in parallel by leveraging BMC AR System's
escalation pools. Use the following instructions to configure Effective Transport to run up
to three jobs in parallel.
To configure Effective Transport to run multiple jobs in parallel:
1. Configure BMC AR System escalation pools.
a. Open the AR System Administration Console from BMC Remedy User or a
browser.
b. Select System > General > Server Information.
c. Select the Ports and Queues tab.
d. In the Max Threads field, enter '3' for the number of escalation queues (RCP Port
Number 390603), and click OK.
2. Enable workflow to leverage multiple Transport job queues.
a. Log into BMC Remedy Developer Studio.
b. Disable the escalation:
EffectTech:Datalink:QSS:RunSchedule_Job
c. Enable the escalations:
EffectTech:Datalink:QSS:RunSchedule_Job_Queue1
EffectTech:Datalink:QSS:RunSchedule_Job_Queue2
EffectTech:Datalink:QSS:RunSchedule_Job_Queue3
3. Specify a Queue Number for Transport job schedule.
a. From the Job Console, select the job and click Schedule. You can also access
the Schedule window by clicking Schedule from the Job window. The Transport
Schedule window appears in New mode (Figure 31). If the schedule entry
already exists, switch to Search mode to search for the job entry.
NOTE: For information on how to fill out the Schedule entry, see Chapter 6 –
Scheduling Onboarding Actions.
b. Specify a value of 1 ,2 or 3 in the Queue Number field, and click Save.
Transport jobs with Queue Number=1 will be executed by escalation pool 1, jobs
with Queue Number=2 will be executed by escalation pool 2, and jobs with
Queue Number=3 will be executed by escalation pool 3.
By default, Effective Transport can support running up to three jobs in parallel.
See Increasing the number of jobs to run in parallel for information if you wish to
run additional jobs in parallel.
IMPORTANT: If you have configured the workflow to run jobs in parallel and
leave the Queue Number field empty, Transport jobs will not run.

Figure 31 - Transport Schedule window
Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User’s Guide
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Increasing the number of jobs to run in parallel
To extend the functionality to run more than three jobs in parallel:
1. Configure BMC AR System escalation pools.
a. Open the AR System Administration Console from BMC Remedy User or a
browser.
b. Select System > General > Server Information.
c. Select the Ports and Queues tab.
d. In the Max Threads field, enter '3' for the number of escalation queues (RCP Port
Number 390603), and click OK.
2. Add additional queues on the escalation form.
a. In BMC Remedy Developer's Studio, use the Save As… feature to make copies of
the escalation form EffectTech:Datalink:QSS:RunSchedule_Job_Queue1 to use as
additional queues are needed
(for example, EffectTech:Datalink:QSS:RunSchedule_Job_Queue4,
EffectTech:Datalink:QSS:RunSchedule_Job_Queue5, etc.)
b. In the Pool Number field, enter the number of the additional queue(s) to include
(for example, 4, 5, or 6) in each of the copies. For example, if you wish to one
additional queue (queue 4), enter '4' in the Pool Number field.
3. Add entries to the Effective Menu Items form (EffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:MenuItems) to
add additional values to the Queue Number field in theEffectTech:Datalink:Foundation:
DatalinkSchedule form (Figure 32).
NOTE: Only users with ET Admin User privileges can access the Effective Menu
Items form.
a. Set Menu Type to 'EffectTech:Job:QueueNumber.'
b. Set the Menu Label1, Menu Value 1, and Menu Order 1 to the new queue
number. For example, if you add one additional queue—queue 4—set these
fields to '4'.
4. For the Transport Schedule entries, update the Queue Number accordingly (for
example, to 4, 5, or 6).

Figure 32 - Transport Menu Items window

To run multiple jobs in parallel successfully, ensure there are sufficient resources
available to support the extended functionality.
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greater than the number set for the Max Threads for the escalation queue. Configure
the number of threads for the RPC Port Number 390620 as you would the Max
Threads value.BMC Java Plug-in
Number of core workers threads the Java Plug-in initializes to handle RPC requests
must be equal to or greater than number of escalation queues.



In BMC AR System Server environments where the Transport plug-in server is
heavily utilized, you might need to increase the memory assigned to the plug-in.
To increase the memory, modify the –Xmx parameter on the armonitor.cfg file entry.

Correcting Job Run Errors
Each job instance has a Status field and a Result field.



If the Status = "Complete with Result of Success," the job was run without any
issues.



If the Status = "Complete with Result of Error," there were issues with the run. In this
case, the error(s) will be reported on the Messages field. In the case of an Import or
Import & Transport action, you can view the error messages in the log file.

There are several options for correcting job run errors. From the Effective Job window,
you can:





Click Run to run the entire job again.
Make changes to the job item instances and click Retry on the Job Instance form.
Click Retry to rerun the job item instances with Result of Error.

Validating data after running a job
After a job is run, perform the validation steps associated with the onboarding actions for
each job item within the job (for example, Import, Transport, and/or Promote). Because a
job typically consists of multiple onboarding actions, data validation must be performed
for each job item based on the type of onboarding action and data selected. For more
information on data validation, see Validating data in the staging forms (for data import),
Validating data in the application forms (for data transport), and Validating data in remote
servers after data promotion (using DSO feature) (for data promotion).

Using the Customer Data Load
The Customer Data Load enables users to select and upload the CSV file(s) that will be
used for data onboarding. Users can browse through their network to locate, select, and
attach the CSV file that will be used for data import.
Effective Transport administrators can grant users (including end customers and
extended IT staff) controlled access to select data categories and onboarding tasks,
resulting in greater data security and efficiencies in onboarding and maintaining ITSM
configuration data.
NOTE: Customer Data Load does not support data onboarding from an LDAP directory.

Granting access to the Customer Data Load feature
For data security, Effective Transport ships with the Customer Data Load feature hidden
from all ET users. Only the AR System Administrator will be able to see the CDL form
out-of-the box. The AR System Administrator can allow select ET user roles to access to
this feature by modifying the CDL form through the BMC Remedy Developer Studio.
Once the feature has been unlocked, the Customer Data Load can be accessed from
BMC Remedy AR System IT Home page.
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NOTE: Only the AR System Administrator has permissions to allow access to the
Customer Data Load feature. All other users, including the ET Administrator, do not have
the proper permissions.
You need to update the Active Link Guide to grant access to the Customer Data Load
feature:
1. Open the Active Link Guide Object list.
2. Use the Filtering Option to locate and open the following object by name,
EffectTech:DTGS:OpenCustomerDataLoadConsole.
3. In the Application List Display Order field, enter 15.

Figure 33 - Active Link Guide for EffectTech:DTGS:OpenCustomerDataLoadConsole

4. Click the Active Link Guide Permissions tab. To the Permissions table, add the ET
user roles you wish to grant access to the Customer Data Load feature, and set the
Permission value to Visible.
NOTE: Users whose Permissions is set to Visible will be able to see the Customer
Data Load form on the BMC Remedy Home page and on the BMC Remedy Forms
List.
5. Click OK to save your changes.
NOTE: If access to the Customer Data Load feature was set successfully, you will see
the link to the feature on the BMC Remedy AR System IT Home page (AR System IT
Home page > Effective Transport > Customer Data Load).

Restricting access to onboarding tasks and data categories
By default, users of the Customer Data Load feature have Import Only access for all
Transport datalinks. For greater data security, an ET Administrator can limit access to
specific data categories and onboarding tasks for each ET user. The onboarding task
restrictions can be set before an ET user accesses the Customer Data Load feature.
However, limitations to specific data categories can be set only after the ET user has
opened the Customer Data Load form for the first time.
NOTE: If restrictions to onboarding tasks and data categories are not set, all users within
an ET user role group that were granted access to the Customer Data Load feature will
have full access to all data categories and Import Only privileges.
To set restrictions on onboarding tasks and data categories for an ET user:
1. From the Onboarding Console, select Advanced Functions > Customer Data Load
Access. The User Access Configuration window appears in Search mode.
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2. In the User Login+ field, enter the ET user’s name (full or partial), and click Search.
All user records that match the search criteria appear in the table above.
NOTE: Enter ‘%’ to display all user records.
3. Select the user for which you wish to restrict Customer Data Load access.
4. In the Data Load Access field, select the onboarding task(s) from the drop-down
menu that the user will be restricted to: Import Only, Transport Only, or Import and
Transport.
NOTE: The onboarding task(s) selected will apply to all data categories that the user
can access.
5. In the Data Categories table, select a data category (ITSM data, Asset/CMDB data,
People data, SLM data, or SRM data) and click Grant Selected or Restrict Selected.
6. Set Status to ‘Active,’ click Save, and close the User Access Configuration window.
NOTE: If the Customer Data Load console is open, close and re-launch the feature for
your changes to take effect.

Onboarding data through the Customer Data Load
Once onboarding parameters (e.g. Configuration profile, Preference settings) have been
set for a particular import and/or transport process through the Onboarding Console, the
Customer Data Load feature allows users to run these onboarding tasks on a routine
basis, without the need to specify the onboarding parameters each time.
NOTE: The Customer Data Load console will display only those onboarding activities and
data categories a particular user has access to.
To onboard data using the Customer Data Load feature:
1. Open the Customer Data Load console from the BMC Remedy AR System IT Home
page (AR System IT Home > Effective Transport > Customer Data Load). The Data
Transport Portal window appears.

Figure 34 - Customer Data Load: Data Transport Portal window

2. Select the Console Mode (Project or Maintenance) and a Customer from the dropdown menu. If you specified Project in the Console Mode field, you must select a
Project from the drop-down menu.
NOTE: If Project mode is selected, the Configuration profile and Preferences settings
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associated with the selected Customer and Project will be used for the import and
transport processes. If Maintenance mode is selected, the Global Configuration file
and Default Preferences settings will be used.
3. In the Data Category field, select a data category from the drop-down menu.
NOTE: Only the data categories that the user has access to will appear in the dropdown menu.
4. In the Data Type field, select a data type from the drop-down menu.
5. In the Data File field, use the Browse feature to select the source CSV file to use in
the import process. The Data File field is not available if the user has Transport Only
access.
a. Click the Browse icon. The Load External File – Attachment window appears.
b. Click Add. In the Add Attachment window, click Browse to locate the desired CSV
file, and then click Open.
c. Click OK to select the file and close the Add Attachment window.
d. Click Save to save your selection and close the Load External File – Attachment
window. The selected file appears in the Data File field.
6. (optional) Enter notes in the Comments field, if desired.
NOTE: Click Reset to clear all fields.
7. Click Import Only, Transport Only, or Import and Transport to begin the onboarding
process(es).
The Results field will display the first four lines of the automatic Journal entry that
was created for the run. The contents from the Comments field are embedded as part
of the Journal entry.
NOTE: To view Journal entries from all runs performed by the user, click Data
Transport History (located at the bottom of the Data Transport Portal window). The
Data Transport History window appears. Click Data Transport Portal (located at the
top of the window) to return to the primary Customer Data Load window.

Validating data after the import and/or transport process
After the import and/or transport process is complete, Effect-Tech recommends you
review the staging form records to determine if the source data was imported and/or
transported successfully. See the sections above, Validating data in the staging forms
and Validating data in the application forms for more information.
You can determine if the source data was successfully transported to the appropriate
ITSM, CMDB, SLM, or SRM forms by running validation reports (select Validate Data >
Transport Reports). For People and Support Group foundation data, you can also use
the Data Viewer to determine if the source data was successfully transported (select
Validate Data > Data Viewer). See Running validation reports or Using the Data Viewer
for more information.

Setting user preferences for the Customer Data Load console
Some users may find that they repeatedly run one particular onboarding task over and
over again on the Customer Data Load console. In such cases, the user can set User
Preferences so that the Customer Data Load console launches with the Console Mode,
Customer (and Project, if Project Mode is selected), Data Category and Data Type
already defined.
To set User Preferences for the Customer Data Load console:
1. On the Customer Data Load console, select General Functions > Define User
Preferences from the navigation menu. The User Preferences dialog box appears
(Figure 35).
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2. Set Status = Active.
3. On the Customer Data Load tab, enter information in the following fields:





Console Mode: Select Project or Maintenance.



Data Category: Select a data category from the drop-down menu. Only data
categories that the user has access to will appear in the drop-down menu.



Data Type: Select a data type from the drop-down menu.

Customer: Select a customer from the drop-down menu.
Project Name: If you specified Project Console Mode, select a project from the
drop-down menu.

Figure 35 – Customer Data Load tab on the User Preferences form

4. Click Save to save your selections. The User Preferences window closes.
5. Close and re-launch the Customer Data Load console for the changes to take effect.
NOTE: You can also set User Preferences for the Customer Data Load through the
Onboarding Console. From the Onboarding Console, select General Functions > Define
User Preferences from the navigation menu to open the User Preferences form and
complete the fields as described above.
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Chapter 7
Scheduling Onboarding Actions
Effective Transport offers offline scheduling of one or more onboarding actions.
Onboarding actions can be scheduled to run on a daily or weekly basis to automatically
synchronize source data in an LDAP database or in CSV files with data in the foundation
forms.
You can schedule an individual onboarding action (by scheduling a datalink to import) or
an ordered set of onboarding actions (by scheduling a job).
NOTE: In a non-dedicated server group environment, the scheduled datalink and/or jobs
will run on the server that owns the Admin role at execution time.
To schedule onboarding tasks:
1. From the Onboarding Console, select General Functions > Schedule. The Schedule
window appears.

Figure 36- Transport Schedule window

2. In the Schedule window, enter the following information:





Customer: Select from the drop-down list.



Frequency: Select Daily or Weekly
- Specify Time (for Daily) or Day and Time (for Weekly)
NOTE: If you select Frequency=”Weekly”, you must specify the Day you wish to
run the datalink. The Day field cannot be empty or set to <Select>.



Status: Set to Active.

Project Name: Select a project.
Schedule Type: Select Datalink or Job.
- If Datalink is selected, select a datalink from the drop-down list
- If Job is selected, select a job from the drop-down list
NOTE: LDAP data onboarding actions can be run only as Schedule Type =
Datalink. See Step 3 for information on configuring scheduled LDAP datalink
runs.
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Queue Number: Set to 1, 2, or 3, if Effective Transport is configured to run jobs
in parallel. Otherwise, leave blank.
NOTE: This field is visible only if Schedule Type =Job, and only applies after
Effective Transport has been configured to run jobs in parallel. See Configuring
Effective Transport to run jobs in parallel for more information.
3. (For LDAP datalink onboarding actions only) Specify the import mode to use for
scheduled LDAP datalink runs.
a. From the left navigation menu on the Onboarding Console, select Search >
Datalinks. The Datalink Details window appears in Search mode.
b. Select Customer = Global, and click Search. A list of available datalinks appears
in the table in the upper half of the window.
c. Select LDAP to People Datalink – 1 from the table. The detail settings for the
datalink appear in the fields below.
d. In the LDAP Import Mode (Scheduler) field, specify the import mode to use for
the scheduled LDAP datalink run:
- Create Entry on People Staging (import only)
- Create Entry on ITSM People (import & transport)
e. Click Save to save the LDAP datalink settings.
NOTE: Check the following forms or logs to determine if the scheduled datalink runs
completed successfully:
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For LDAP datalink runs:



Import Only runs: Check the Staging Form to see if records were successfully
created on the People staging form.



Import & Transport runs: Check the Accessory Data form to see if records were
successfully created on the ITSM People form.

For all other datalinks:
Check the log file in the Logs\ directory to determine if a datalink run was completed
successfully. For a job run, check the job instance or the journal.
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Chapter 8
Exporting BMC foundation data
The Export BMC Foundation Data feature enables you to export select ITSM foundation
data that are stored in BMC Remedy forms. The exported data is saved to a generated
CSV file with the same format as the out-of-the-box Transport CSV file for the selected
data type. For example, exported Company data would be saved to a generated CSV file
with the format used in companies.csv.
The Export feature provides an effective means to synchronize select foundation data
across multiple servers. For example, you can use Export to export only those product
category entries from the BMC product category forms that were modified after the last
roll-out. You can then use Effective Transport to import the exported data (stored in the
generated CSV file) to sync up the QA and development environments.

Accessing the Export BMC Foundation Data feature
The Export feature can be accessed in one of the following ways on the Onboarding
Console:



Through the Transport: Export BMC Foundation Data window
(select Advanced Functions menu > Export BMC Foundation Data)
Required permissions: ET Transport Admin, ET Transport User, or ET Promote User
permissions are required to access the BMC Foundation Data window.



Through the Transport Jobs feature
(select Advanced Functions menu > Manage Jobs)
Required permissions: ET Transport Admin or ET Promote User permissions (that is,
the ability to load and promote data) are required to access Export through Transport
Jobs.

The Transport: Export BMC Foundation Data window allows you to select the data types
you wish to export and manually generate the CSV files. The qualification for the data to
be exported is limited to the Company specified; for example, you can export all People
data with a Company value of 'XYZ Capital.'
Accessing the Export data feature through Transport Jobs allows you to provide
additional qualifications for the data to be exported. You can specify certain values for
one or more database fields in the BMC form to export a particular subset of the data. For
example when you export People data, you can specify that only People data of
Customer ='Effective Technologies,' Company='XYZ Capital,' and Organization='IT
Services' be exported. In addition, once you have created a Transport Job to export
foundation data, you can run that job each time you wish to update the data in the
generated CSV files.
The Export BMC Foundation Data feature—through both the Export Foundation Data
window and through Transport Jobs—supports export of the following data types.
 Company







Organization
Location
Support Group
People
Product Category *
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Operational Category *
Assignment

* For Product Category and Operational Category data, only those entries that are
associated to a Company will be exported.
NOTE: Many BMC Remedy customers modify Transport datalinks to support custom
fields that were added to the out-of-the-box BMC forms. To use these customized
datalinks with the Transport Export feature, you must add the custom fields to the
underlying configuration forms. See the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for
BMC Remedy Customization Guide for information on customizing the Export feature.

Exporting data through the Export BMC Foundation Data window
To export foundation data through the Export BMC Foundation Data window:
1. From the Onboarding Console, select Advanced Functions > Export BMC Foundation
Data. The Transport: Export BMC Foundation Data window appears.

Figure 37 - Transport: Export BMC Foundation Data window

2. In the fields on the left, provide the following information to identify the data set to
export. Required fields are marked with an asterisk.
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Customer*
Project Name (optional)
Select a Company* - The data to be exported is filtered based on the Company
value. The Company field (in the BMC form) used is dependent on the data type
selected; see Table 11.
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Data Type

BMC Form

Company field

Company

COM:Company

Company

Organization

CTM:People Organization

Company

Location

SIT:Site Alias Company Lookup

Company

Support Group

CTM:Support Group

Support Company

People

CTM:People

Company

Product Category

PCT:ProductCompanyAssociation

Company

Operational Category

CFG:Service Catalog Assoc

Company

Assignment

CFG:Assignment

Location Company

Table 11 - Company fields in BMC forms used to filter exported data

NOTE: If Customer and Project values were specified on the Onboarding Console,
these values are used to pre-populate the Customer* and Project Name fields.
3. In the Export Data section, specify the following information for the CSV file(s) that
will be generated to store the exported data:



Path Name * (required): Directory that the generated CSV file(s) will be saved to.
Be sure to end the Path Name* with a terminating slash ('\' for Windows and '/' for
Unix); Effective Transport will return an error if the slash is missing.
NOTE: If the Customer and Project were specified, the Path Name* field is prepopulated with the data directory specified in the project configuration.



File Name (prefix) * (required): Prefix that will be appended to the CSV file
names for each data type. This field is pre-populated with the default value
"Export_"; this value can be modified as desired.
The name of the generated CSV file will be a combination of the File Name (prefix)
value and the data file name specified in the associated Datalink Details entry. For
example, if you specify a File Name (prefix) of Export_Test123_ and you are using
the out-of-the-box CSV files for Company (companies.csv) and People data
(people.csv), the generated CSV files will be named Export_Test123_companies.csv
and Export_Test123_people.csv, respectively.

4. In the Select Data to Export table, select the data type(s) you wish to export (or click
Select All to select all entries) and click the right arrow. The selected data type
entries are transferred to the Selected Data table.
NOTE: You can use Shift-select to select a consecutive group of data types or Ctrlselect to select non-consecutive data types.
5. (optional) If you decide not to export one or more of the selected data types, select
the data type entry (or click Select All to select all entries) in the Selected Data table,
and click the left arrow.
6. Click Generate Files to export data (of the selected data types) from the BMC
foundation records to the CSV files that are generated.
NOTE: If you selected a large amount of data to export, you may see a timeout error.
Disregard the timeout error; the Export action will continue until all selected data has
been exported.
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7. Review the contents of the Result field to determine if the data export was
successful.
A new CSV file is generated for each data type that was selected for export. The
CSV file names have the prefix specified in the File Name (prefix)* field and are
saved to the directory specified in the Path* field.
NOTE: If a CSV file with the same name already exists in the directory specified,
Effective Transport will create a backup copy of the existing file and add a suffix of
.bak to the file name. For example, if the generated CSV file is named
Export_companies.csv, the backup copy will be named Export_companies.csv.bak.

Exporting foundation data through Transport Jobs
To export foundation data through the Transport Jobs feature, you need to create a job
item for each data type you wish to export. You can then group multiple export job items
together in a single job and run the job each time you wish to export the data.
To export BMC foundation data through the Transport Jobs feature:
1. From the Onboarding Console, select Advanced Functions > Manage Jobs. The Job
Console appears.
2. Click Create Job to create a new Transport job, or click View to select an existing job
that you wish to add the export job items. The Transport Job window appears.
3. (for new Transport jobs only) Enter the following information for the job, and click
Save. Required fields are in bold-face and marked with an asterisk. The Items
section appears in the lower half of the window.
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Job Name: Enter a unique name
Description
Status: Set to Active
Customer: Enter a customer name or select one from the drop-down menu
Project Name (optional): Select one from the drop-down menu.
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Figure 38: Transport Job window – Job Items / Export fields

4. In the Items section, enter the following information for each job item. Required fields
are in bold-face and marked with an asterisk.





Job Item Name: Enter a unique name for the job item



Order: Enter a number (beginning with 1) to specify the numerical sequence of
the job item within the job.



Type: Select Export.

Description
Status: Set to Active
NOTE: A job item does not have a delete feature. To stop the execution of a job
item, set Status to Inactive. The job item will be skipped when the job (containing
the job item) is run

5. In the Export section, enter the following information to use for the data export:





Export Type*: Select Remedy from the drop-down menu..
File Type*: CSV (field is auto-populated and cannot be modified)
Foundation Data*: Select the data type to export from the drop-down menu.
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Staging Form Name*: Field is auto-populated based on the foundation data
selected and cannot be modified.



Qualification*: Provide additional criteria to limit the data that will be exported.
If no data is found to match the qualification, no CSV file will be generated for
that data type.
NOTE: Enter one or more Database Names of the non-Display Only fields from
the appropriate BMC form; see Table 11 for a list of the BMC forms. For
example, to export all Support Group entries (from the BMC form CTM:Support
Group) that have been modified in the last 24 hours, enter the following in the
Qualification field:
'Last Modified Date' > ($\TIMESTAMP$ - ((60*60)*24))



Data Path Name*: Specify the directory where the generated CSV files will be
saved to. Be sure to end the Data Path Name* with a terminating slash ('\' for
Windows and '/' for Unix); Effective Transport will return an error if the slash is
missing.
IMPORTANT: The directory you specify must already exist. The CSV files will not
be generated if Effective Transport cannot locate the specified directory.



Data File Name*: Specify the file name for the CSV file that will be generated to
store the exported data.
NOTE: Specify a unique name if you do not wish to overwrite an existing CSV
file. If you specify an existing CSV file, Effective Transport will create a backup
copy of the existing file and add a suffix of .bak to the file name. For example, if
the generated CSV file is named Export_companies.csv, the backup copy will be
named Export_companies.csv.bak.

6. Click Save (below the Export section) to save the job item.
7. If you wish to export another data type, click New to create another job item and
repeat steps 4-6.
8. Click Save (on the top menu bar) to save the job and associated job items.
After you save the job, you can run it to export the selected BMC foundation data.
Transport jobs can be run manually or through the Transport Schedule feature. See
Running a Job in this guide for more information.
NOTE: If you selected a large amount of data to export, you may see a timeout error
when the job is run. Disregard the timeout error; the Export action will continue until all
selected data has been exported. You can check the Journal entry for the Export job to
determine if the job was successful.

Accessing the exported data
The CSV files generated by the Export feature have the following permissions.
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Windows
The CSV files will inherit the parent directory permission. If you place the files on a
shared directory, verify the directory is set up with the proper permissions so
authorized users can access and modify the files.



Unix
Users in the Owner and Others groups will have read and write access to the CSV
files.
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Appendix A
Using Effective Transport in localized environments
Effective Transport supports all languages in which the BMC Remedy AR System can be
localized. Though the application is not localized, you can utilize Effective Transport to
onboard data in any of the BMC Remedy AR-supported languages—for example,
French, Simplified Chinese and Spanish—to the BMC ITSM, SRM and SLM applications.
It is important to keep the following items in mind when onboarding data to a localized
version of the BMC ITSM, SRM or SLM application.



Effective Transport views, messages, documentation and sample data are provided
only in English.



The CSV files must be saved in UTF-8 character set.
IMPORTANT: The data will not import properly if the CSV files are not saved in UTF8 character encoding.



Values in the following columns in the CSV files must be in English:



Columns that map to enumerated fields on the Transport staging forms
Examples:
- Columns with Yes/No options
- Vendor Group and On-Call Group columns (Support Group datalink)



Columns that map to character fields on staging forms whose values are then
pushed to enumerated fields on the BMC forms
Examples:
- Change Type and Class columns (Change Template datalink)
- Reported Source and Service Type columns (Incident Template datalink)



Columns that are specific to Effective Transport; namely, Status, Line Type and
Action



Record Status and Profile Status columns
NOTE: For information about the specific column values that must be in English, see
the supplemental modules to the User's Guide for information for specific types of
data (for example, ITSM & People, Asset/CMDB, SLM, or SRM data).



BMC system data in the CSV files must be in English, since this data is hard-coded in
menus, workflow and tables.
Examples:
- Out-of-the-box values (e.g. Customer, Operating Company, Vendor, Manufacturer
and Supplier) for the Type column (Company datalink)
- -Global- (this term cannot be translated)
- Base entry and certain line types, e.g. Flow Advanced, Process Mapping (SRD and
PDT datalinks)
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Appendix B
Trouble-Shooting Tips
People, Permissions & Support Groups
Q. What unique identification does the People datalink use for a People entry?
A. The People datalink can use either the Corporate ID or the Remedy Login as the unique identification
for a People entry. This option can be set on the People preference.
Refer to the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide – ITSM &
People Data for more information.
Q. Can I use the People datalink to change the Login ID for a People entry?
A. No, the new Login ID will be ignored; the original Login ID will not change. As a workaround, delete
the People entry and run the datalink to re-import the People entry with the correct
Login ID.
Q. I received an error message that I have reached the limit for permissions changes. What limitations
are there on making changes to the people entries?
A. Effect-Tech recommends that you do not make more than three updates within a week to the
applications permissions through the People datalink (05-CSVtoPeople-Datalink) or People
Permission Support Group datalink (25-CSVtoPeoplePermSupportGroup-Datalink). Updating the
application licenses causes an update to the application license field on the User form entry and will
trigger the AR System license counter that sets the limit of up to three changes per user login within a
week. When this error occurs, you may need to wait up to a week before you can change the
application licenses for a people entry.
Q.

How many permissions groups are allowed in the People Preferences form?

A. The number of permissions groups is limited by how many groups can be stored on the Group List
field on the user form. The field is set to a length of 4000.
Q. Is it possible to avoid the warning messages when processing People records?
A. When an entry on the People datalink is initially submitted into the CTM:People form, the following
warning message appears twice.
You have modified the preferences of <user login>.
As a result of this benign warning, all entries processed during Import/Transport will report warnings
in the Result field. In addition, the Result field will show a "count of 0 entries processed successfully."
To avoid this false count, Effect-Tech recommends you implement one of the following changes:



Use BMC Remedy Developer Studio to update the filter ARSystemUserPrefWarnMessage to set the
message type on the If and Else message actions from "Warning" to "Note."



Use BMC Remedy Developer Studio to disable the filter ARSystemUserPrefWarnMessage.

Q. Why do the entries have a Status=‘Error’ when I run the Support Group On-Call datalink?
A. In most cases, the error results when the Pager Service Provider is not defined in the Application
Administration Console. To define a pager service provider, from the Home Page, select the
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Application Administration Console > Custom Configuration Tab > Foundation > Notification Engine >
Pager Service.

LDAP
Q. When I select Import Only or Import & Transport for the LDAP datalink, why aren't the entries created
on the People staging form?
A. In most cases, the Last Run Date Time field was not reset so there are no new updates on the
directory service since the last time the LDAP datalink was run. Because the LDAP datalink imports
only the changes since the Last Run Date Time value, this field needs to be set to an earlier date/time
or left empty to import any new records.
Q. When using the LDAP datalink, how can I process an entry on the Accessory Data form for testing?
A. If you wish to manually process an entry on the LDAP datalink Accessory Data form (for instance, to
run a test before processing all the entries in the LDAP directory), make sure the Customer, Project
Name (if used), and Data Link Name fields are filled and that Status is set to "Initiate Processing"
before you save the entry. The LDAP Import Mode defined for the datalink specified in the Data Link
Name field will be used to process the entry.
The LDAP datalink uses the values in the modifyTimestamp and Create Timestamp fields in the
LDAP datalink Accessory Data form to retrieve data from the LDAP directory. If the LDAP datalink did
not process data as expected, or if you are unable to query the LDAP datalink Accessory Data form
using the modifyTimestamp or Create Timestamp fields, check the ARDBC LDAP Configuration form
and make sure the LDAP Date-Time Format field is at the proper setting for your LDAP service. See
the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Installation Guide for instructions
on configuring the LDAP Plug-in.

Simplified Data Collection
Q. I didn’t have any problem importing data when I used the CSV files that shipped with Effective
Transport. However, after I used the SDC feature to modify the CSV files for several data types
(Company and Support Group), I get errors when I try to import my data. What happened?
A. When you use the SDC feature, Effective Transport generates new CSV and ARM files based on the
modifications you specified in the SDC definition for a selected data type (for example, Company or
Support Group). The generated files are saved to the directories specified in the Configuration profile
associated with the SDC definitions. Effect-Tech recommends the following Best Practices when
using the SDC feature:



Create a unique file name for the generated CSV and ARM files. When you create a
Configuration profile and enable the SDC feature, you need to specify a unique file name prefix
that will be appended to the SDC-related files—SDC definition and the generated CSV, ARM, and
help text files—that are created through SDC. You can also enter file names for the CSV and
ARM files through the Simplified Data File Definitions window. Be sure to use unique file names if
you do not wish to overwrite existing CSV and ARM files.



Store active CSV and ARM files in a shared directory that can be accessed by all authorized
Transport users on the onboarding team. Saving these files to a shared location ensures that
members of the onboarding team are updating and working with the same data sets.

Q. I am planning to use the SDC feature to create multiple sets of CSV and ARM files for a particular
data type (for example, Product Category); each set of CSV and ARM files will be associated with a
different company. What is the best way to manage these files?
A. If you are creating multiple sets of CSV and ARM files for the same data type, Effect-Tech
recommends that you create a Configuration profile for each set of CSV and ARM files. Each SDC
definition will be associated with a different Configuration profile.
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For example, create a Configuration profile A that stores one set of SDC-generated CSV and ARM
files in DirectoryA and a Configuration profile B that store another set of files in DirectoryB. Then use
the SDC feature to create similar SDC definitions for the two data sets (that is, the generated CSV
files will have the same columns displayed and the ARM files will have the same hard-coded values,
if any are specified).
Q. I’ve created an SDC definition for Company data and successfully generated the CSV (and ARM)
files. However, when I went back to the Simplified Data File Definition window to make additional
changes to the CSV file, I noticed the Status* was set to Unsynchronized. I didn’t make any changes
to the SDC definition file since I generated the CSV file. What happened?
A. It appears another Transport user has modified the Configuration profile associated with the SDC
definition for Company data. The Status* for an SDC definition is automatically set to
“Unsynchronized” when any changes are made to the Configuration profile associated with the SDC
definition. Check the Configuration profile settings (from the Onboarding Console, select Search >
Configurations) to determine if they are still appropriate for your onboarding requirements. You will
need to regenerate the CSV and ARM files before you can use them for data onboarding.
To avoid this issue, Effect-Tech recommends that you create a Configuration profile that is specific for
a particular set of SDC-enabled files (SDC definitions and the generated CSV, ARM, and help text
files).

Mapping
Q. Can I use armx mapping format?
A. Yes. If you use armx mapping format, make sure the serverform tag is not empty and that it is pointing
to the correct form name. The following example shows the serverform tag pointing to the Companies
staging form.
<formmap fileform="" serverform="EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:Standard:Stage:Companies">

Exporting BMC Foundation data
Q. I am trying to export Product Category data (stored in ITSM) through the Transport: Export BMC
Foundation Data window, but I do not see any generated CSV files in the location I specified. What’s
wrong?
A.

You can check the Result field of the Transport: Export BMC Foundation Data window to determine
the cause of the Export error. In addition, verify that the value specified in the Path Name* field ends
with a terminating slash and that is points to a valid (i.e. existing) directory.
Note that the Export feature exports only Product Category and Operational Category data that is
associated to a Company.

Q. I’ve set up a Transport job to export People and Support Group entries stored in the CTM:People form. I
made sure to fill out all required fields accurately, yet I found only the CSV file for People data in the
location I specified. What’s wrong?
A. You can view the details of a job run by viewing the job instance that is created for the job run and
associated job items. To view the job instance, from the Transport Job Console, double-click the entry
in the Run result table. From the Effective Job window, select the job instance (for the job run) and
click View to see the details of the job run. You can also view the Journal entry for a job run to view
this information.
Note that if no data matches the value specified in the Qualification* field, the Export Job action will
not generate a CSV file. If you filled in all fields correctly and the Export Job ran without error, there
may not be any Support Group data to be exported.
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Timeout & Error Messages
Q. Why do I get a timeout message when I use the Import, Import & Transport, Transport, or Promote
action to onboard data?
A. You may encounter a timeout message when you run the Transport datalinks to import, transport, or
promote data. However, the action continues to be performed in the background. To determine the
actual results of the run, check the Journal entry for the onboarding action at a later time. You can
access the Journal entries from the Home tab on the Onboarding Console or through the Transport
Search Console (from the Onboarding Console, select Other Consoles > Transport Search Console).
NOTE You may encounter a similar message if you use the Manage Job/Job Items feature to import
or transport a large CSV file, or to promote or export large amounts of data. Allow the job to finish,
then check the status of the job on the Manage Job console after the job is completed.
Q. Why do I get errors when I process records with qualification fields? How can I avoid this?
A. Excel frequently drops the first single quote in a cell that contains qualification data or SR field IDs,
which results in an error when the entry is processed. For example, for Approval Chain, if a cell in the
column Selection Criteria has the intended value 'Company'="Effect-Tech", it may become
Company'="Effective Technologies" when the data is saved in the Excel CSV file. (Note the single
quote is missing at the beginning of the qualification.)
To avoid this issue, enclose the qualification in parentheses; for example, ('Company'="Effective
Technologies"). This will ensure that the initial single quote will not be dropped when the file is saved
in Excel.
The table below lists the columns that contain values with single quotes. To prevent the error
described above, be sure to check that the values in these columns are not missing the initial single
quote; correct, as needed.
DATALINK

COLUMN NAME

DESCRIPTION

Approval Chain

Selection Criteria

This is a qualification.

Task Template

Done Qualification

This is a qualification.

Task Template

Success Qualification

This is a qualification.

Process Definition Template

Condition Definition

This is a qualification.

Service Request Definition

Question - Query Menu
Qualification

This is a qualification.

Service Request Definition

Variable-SRF Mapping Mapping

If referring to an SR field at
the beginning.

Service Request Definition

Action Type Qualification

This is a qualification.

Service Target

Terms and Conditions

This is a qualification.

Service Target

Start When

This is a qualification.

Service Target

Stop When

This is a qualification.

Service Target

Exclude

This is a qualification.

Service Target

Execute If

This is a qualification.

Table 12 - Columns in CSV files that contain single-quote values

Data Promotion to Remote Servers
Q. I successfully loaded data to the local server and attempted to promote the data to a remote server.
Why wasn’t the data promoted?
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A. Check that the data was tagged for promotion. On the Promote tab, click Tag for Promote (the entries
in the table will have Data Category=‘Promotion Ready’) and re-attempt to promote the data.
Q. Can I select specific entries for promotion?
A. No. At this time, the Promote Data feature will promote all records of a particular data type for the
Customer or Project.
Q. I successfully promoted data from the local server to a remote server. I then deleted the records on
the local server and promoted the changes to the target server. Why aren’t the records deleted on the
target server?
A. The Promote Data feature supports only Create and Modify actions. You need to delete any data
directly on the target server.
Q. Why do the records on the local server have a Status=‘Processed’ after I start the promotion
process?
A. All data records must be fully processed (i.e. loaded to the foundation form) before they are promoted
to the target server. The Start Promotion action will load data to the foundation form on the local
server and then push the data to the target server.
Q. I’ve synchronized the People Profiles between the local and target servers, but I don’t see the
Support Groups associated to the profiles on the target server. Why?
A. Support Group data (as well as Company data) that is referenced by the People Profiles must be
promoted before the People Profiles.
Q. When Product Category data is loaded on the local server, I receive an error on invalid CI Type.
Why?
A. When custom CI classes are defined on the target server and not on the local server, loading the
Product Category data will cause a ‘CI Type not found’ error. However, the data on the staging form
on the local server can still be promoted to the target server with no error if these custom classes are
present on the target server.
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Glossary
activity
An onboarding action—such as Discover, Import, Review, Transport, and Promote—that
has an associated Estimated Hours and Actual Hours values. A collection of activities
associated with a Customer are used to define a Transport project.
See also project.

application form
Form that contains information for data in BMC applications.
See also form, foundation form.

Application Object Template (AOT)
Step required to complete the process defined by a Process Definition Template (PDT). An
AOT serves as the interface to the backend application that fulfills the service request and
results in a quick launch of a URL or the generation of a fulfillment ticket.
See also Process Definition Template.

application template
Form used to pre-populate fields in the fulfillment records for a service request. Examples
are Change Template, Incident Template or Work Order Template.

Atrium CMDB
Configuration management system (built on the BMC Remedy AR System) that is used to
build data models and datasets to create a more efficient IT infrastructure.

BMC applications
BMC business service management software, such as BMC Remedy IT Service
Management (which includes Service Desk, Change Management, and Asset
Management), Atrium CMDB, Service Request Management, and Service Level
Management.

Company field
Field in BMC application forms that controls multi-tenancy by allowing users to view only
data that they have permission to view.

configuration item (CI)
Any component that must be managed in order to deliver an IT service. Configuration
items can include hardware, software, buildings, and formal documentation, such as
service level agreement or a Request for Change.

configuration management
Process used to maintain information about configuration items (CI), including relationships
between the CIs.
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Configuration profile
Entry that provides the connection information (AR Server, TCP port, User and Password)
and folder information (location of the CSV data files and ARM mapping files) that are
passed to the AR System to execute an import action.

cost center
Business unit or other entity that maintains cost information within an enterprise.

CSV (Comma Separated Value) file
File used to store the source data that will be onboarded to a target BMC application form.

currency code
Three-letter code (set by the International Standards Organization) to designate a currency
type, such as USD for United States Dollars.

Customer Data Load
Effective Transport feature that enables users to select and upload the CSV file(s) used for
data onboarding.

Customer field
Field in Transport forms that controls multi-tenancy within the Effective Transport
application. Users can view only the data for which they have permission.

datalink
Effective Transport tool for importing data from an external source (CSV files or LDAP
directory) to BMC application forms on a local server and for promoting the data to remote
servers. A datalink consists of a collection of forms, workflow, and data components, and is
specific to a type of data (for example, Company data or Location data).

Datalink Details
Entry that provides basic information for the datalinks, such as the datalink name, staging
form, CSV and ARM files used for data onboarding, log file, preferences entry, and DSO
mapping.

dataset
Collection of data. A dataset can represent data from a particular source, a snapshot from
a particular date and time, or other specific setting.

Discover
Process of completing all activities required to gather data for onboarding.

form
Formatted document that contain fields in which users can enter information. A form
represents a record of information in the BMC Remedy AR System.

foundation data
Configuration data (for example, Company, Location, People and categorizations) that
apply to ITSM and related BMC applications.

foundation form
Form that contains information for foundation data in BMC Remedy applications.
See also application form, form.
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global company or —Global—
Special company designation that allows all users automatic access to data (with the —
Global— setting) in a multi-tenancy environment.

hub and spoke
Information architecture that has a strong central hub with a series of connecting spokes.
Within BMC Remedy applications, such a model allows service providers to manage
service tickets from multiple deployments while maintaining the data locally.

Import
Process of pushing data from CSV files or LDAP directory (for People data only) to
intermediary Transport staging forms.

job
Group of multiple onboarding actions that are run together in a particular sequence. Jobs
can be run manually or scheduled to run at predefined periods. A job consists of job items.

job item
Onboarding action within a job.

journal
Effective Transport feature that provides detailed records of onboarding activities
associated with a Customer; a Customer and Project; or a Customer, Project, and Activity.
Journal entries are generated automatically when select onboarding actions are executed.
Manual journal entries may be made at any time.

line type
Designation within a CSV file that defines what the entries in a row represents. They as
cues to the workflow on the staging forms.

localization
Process of translating a product into the language of a specific country or region.

milestone
Point in time that triggers a set of actions if there is indication that a compliance target or
service target goal may not be met.

milestone template
Form used by service targets or service agreements to define a milestone, rather than
defining the milestone from scratch.

multi-tenancy
Feature in Effective Transport that limits individual access to data at the Customer level. A
Customer within the application can be any company that has a company type of
Operating Company or any Customer and the company designation of –Global–.

notification
Message, such as an alert or email message, sent to a user by workflow.
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onboarding
Process of loading data into the BMC Remedy ITSM foundation forms and related BMC
application forms.

Onboarding Console
Primary entry point for data loading on the Effective Transport application. The Onboarding
Console provides a user-friendly interface for executing onboarding tasks—import &
transport of data into the BMC Remedy applications, data validation, and promotion of data
to remote servers.

permission group
Feature in BMC Remedy applications that controls user access to specific areas of an
application. A user can belong to more than one permission group.

Process Definition Template (PDT)
Definition of the business process that is used to fulfill a service request.

Process Designer
BMC Remedy tool used as an alternate to Process Definition Template for building the
business process for a service request.

project
In the context of the Effective Transport application, collection of onboarding activities
(Discover, Import, Review, Transport, and Promote) associated with a specific Customer.

Projects Console
Interface for accessing the Projects, Activities, and Journal features of the Effective
Transport application. The Projects Console can be used to manage multiple projects and
track project activities.

Promote
Process of transferring data from Transport staging forms on the local server to Transport
staging forms on one or more remote server(s).

reconciliation
Feature in BMC Atrium CMDB that checks for duplicate CI records.

Review
Process of reviewing data in the staging forms for accuracy and completeness.

role
Defined responsibilities, activities, and authorizations used to assign owners to various
processes.

server group
System configuration in which two or more AR System servers are managed as a single
unit. The servers share the same AR System database, but perform workflow and
database updates independently of each other.

service agreement
Agreement between a service provider and a customer that formally defines the service(s)
being offered and compliance of one or more service targets over a period of time.
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service contract
Formally documented relationship between two parties that includes details about each
party, accounting and budget codes, purchase cost, expiration dates and association with
one or more service agreements

Service Level Management (SLM)
Continuous process of managing the performance of IT services to ensure that delivered
services are adequate in meeting business requirements and are within expected costs.

Service Request Definition (SRD)
Representation of a service offering in the BMC Service Request Catalog. An SRD defines
the business process used to fulfill a service request and provides the information needed
to facilitate the selection and fulfillment of a particular service offering; for instance, the
categorization, effective start and end dates, and approval criteria.

service target
Definition of an individual service goal; for example, an incident resolution time of 45
minutes. Includes specifics such as terms and conditions, goals, costs, and milestones.
Effective Transport supports the following service targets: Incident, Infrastructure Change,
Releases, Service Request, and Work Order.

Simplified Data Collection (SDC)
Effective Transport feature that enables users to customize the CSV data files to meet their
onboarding needs and ease the data collection process.

staging form
Intermediary form used to store data after import from a CSV file or LDAP directory and
before transport to a target application form.

template
Form that contains a set of predefined criteria or settings.

Transport
Process of pushing data from the intermediary Transport staging forms to target BMC
application forms.

validation
Process of checking the correctness, meaningfulness, and security of data that is input to a
system.

workflow
Sequence of tasks required for each step in a business process. In BMC Remedy AR
System, workflow refers to a defined group of active links, filters, guides, and escalations
required to complete a process.
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